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(By P. W.)
According to the West Texas Utilities
Company, "There is a land where there art
no income taxes, no property taxes, 110 sales
taxes and no taxes of any kind, and the per
capita income of the people is $6.000 a year
—about double that of the U. S. All medical
expenses are paid for all citizens by the state
and there is a hospital bed for every 110 persons—the highest ratio in the world. The
government pays all education costs including lunch, transportation and clothing. A
$200 bonus goes to each passing student. If
you are in the upper 80 percent of your high
school class you may enroll in any university
in the world all expenses paid, with $3,160 a
year pocket money and other bonuses for
good grades. Where is it? It stretches for 100
Miles along the northern shore of the Persian gulf and it is the oil-rich little Arab nation of Kuwait. Anybody want to go to
Kuwait?"
"Did You Know?", asks Commerce
magazine,"it took 60 years and 11 presidents
before the federal government spent $1 billion in a single year. Now this prodigious
feat is accomplished in just two days."
Talk about high-speed operations these
days: A couple of weeks ago a number of
special Christmas parcels were sent on their
way to far-off Vietnam to local servicemen
in hopes that they would arrive by Christmas. Here it is December 2nd and two
thank-you letters have already been received. That's speed, brother.
That's almost as quick as the signboard
on a local cleaning establishment, which advertises "Fast instant service". There surely is nothing more instanter.
I noted this week that a group of college
students have departed New York for Saigon
and expect to sign their own personal
{{peace treaty" with North Vietnamese students. I'll bet that is going to shake the State
Department no end.
.

What A Nice Letter
I'd like to share with you a wonderful
letter I received this week from one of the
Banana Festival's most ardent supporters.
If the Banana Festival should need my
services to make these contacts with Mrs
Cooper, I shall be happy to do so.

Coach Marshall PatJ. 0.("Jim") Lewis presents a trophy to
terson.

New WKC Sportsmanship
Trophy Honors J. 0. Lewis
of
Mr. Lewis was guest
Fulton City High School at the
banquet last night and attended
along with Bobby Snider and
Coach Larry Shanks.
Mr. Lewis made the presentation of the J. 0. Lewis
Trophy to Fort
Scholarship
Campbell High School Principal Billy Perry and Coach Marshall Patterson and commented
attitude of quality
that this
sportsmanship had been exhibited by Fort Campbell High
School for many years.
We would like to say "hat's
off" to J. 0. Lewis for his
to high
many contributions
school athletics in West Kentucky and feel that it is a great
honor to have such a person in
our midst.

At the Annual Awards Banquet of the WKC held in Cadiz
Monday night, a new and very
distinguished award was presented for the first time.
In this age of heartfelt rivalry, boistrous crowds and
general unrest, the trophy was
given and is to be given anto the school whose
nually
fans, coaches, players, etc.,
exhibit the greatest degree of
sportsmanship.
The
Sportsmanship Award
was named in honor of J. 0.
Lewis, who served as Secrecontary-Treasurer of the
ference for 45 years (19231968) and who was one of the
of
early ardent supporters
the WKC and all athletics.

A school bus carrying seven
Hickman Elementary school
pupils and five Cayce Elemenwas struck near
tary pupils
Liberty Baptist Church on the
Middle Road, Tuesday morning,
December 1, by a westbound
automobile.
No injuries were reported
among the children or their
driver, Rev. J. E. Green, pastor
of the Pleasant Hill Missionary
Baptist Church in Hickman. The
children were examined by Dr.
Richard H. White as a precautionary measure, and released.
The driver of the car, Mike
Cherry, and his passenger,
Tommy Lawson, both of Fulton,
were taken to Hillview Hospital.
Their injuries were not believed
to be serious.
Fulton
Garrison,
Harold
of
superintendent
County
was
schools, said the bus
traveling south on Dalton Perry
Road, a gravel road Just below
the church. The bus was struck
on its right side and knocked
into a ditch at the Middle RoadDalton Perry Road intersection.
Apparently Cherry tried to stop
before reaching the bus, since
the car skidded sideways and
its left side struck the bus.
The windshield of the bus was
broken in the collision. The
right side of the bus was also
badly damaged.
Garrison noted that the Fulton County schools have had
an excellent safety record.
"We're just happy that no lives
were lost," he said. "We can
replace buses, but not human
lives."
Cherry, 20, is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Cherry
of 203 Forrestdale, Fulton.
Lawson, 33, lives at 404 Colhas, also in Fulton.
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South Fulton linexation
Plan Would Double Area

Two Men Hurt
As Auto Hits
Bus Tuesday

site along the by-pass, which
would bring thousands of overnight tourists into the twin -city
vicinity. Options have already
been taken on the property.
According to Tennessee law
the public hearing was held tc
hear the views of the affected
residents. The next legal step
Of
is to read an ordinance
annexation three times and then
the legal machinery will be put
tired Colonel Robert White- into motion for annexation prowho moved his family here ceedings.
In pointing out the annexation
in the
long service
after
Marines so that he could rear plan, Mr. Blake said that he
his family in a farm atmos- believed some residents, who
phere. lie said that the an- normally would approve of the
nexation would eventually ob- annexation, have been misinformed. • have double checked
literate this atmosphere.
city taxes
in
According to South Fulton the increase
City Manager Mike Blake the against the decrease in proproposed annexation will take perty insurance, and I find that
in about a mile of property the increase isalmost wipedout
that extends south to the old by the decrease in fire insurBlackwell's Shoe Store on the ance," Mr. Blake said.
Annexation will provide proMartin Highway, to within 500
feet of the proposed by-pass on perty owners with streetlights,
streets, fire prosewage,
the Union City Highway.
tection, and police protection,
It has been speculated that and all other municipal sera huge motel and restaurant vices available to residents now
chain is vitally interested in a living within the city limits.

A public hearing on the proposed annexation
of certain areas around South Fulton was held
last Saturday morning at the South Fulton City
Hall. It was a spirited and sometimes hostile
meeting, although the annexation will almost
double the city limits of South Fulton and bring
about significant growth and development of the
Tennessee city.
Chief complaints came from
residents who fear Commercialization of the proposed area,
and from residents who are
up their
to give
reluctant
•'country" atmosphere of their
home sites.
A lone voice of approval came
from Parks Weaks, whose lovely country estate will be affected by the annexation program.
Said Mr. Weaks, "We will
not be the first or the last
property-owners to be annexed
into growing communities.I will
not stand in the way of proeress," he added.
On the other hand, volatile
protests were heard from re-

P.L. Nichols Honored For His
Great Contributions To School

P. L. Nichols, retiring prin- from Chicago, the Rufus Bar- cipal at Phillips Elementary
cipal of Hickman Elementary field family of Cincinnati; Mrs. from 1931 to 1964, at RiverSchool No. 2, was honored Fri- Charles C. Bunton of Wash- view Junior High from 1964
day night, November 27, with ington, D. C.; Mr. and Mrs. to 1968, and for the last two
a banquet and program at the Richard James of Sikeston, years at Hickman Elementary
school gymnasium.
Missouri; and Mr. and Mrs. No. 2.
Among the 130 to 140 well- Charles Crawford of Indiana(Photos on page 4)
wishers present were teachers polis.
and staff members from the
Also, Mrs. Winona McCray
school, former students, mem- .of Covington, Tennessee; Mrs.
bers of Nichols' family, edu- Laura Rice of Brownsville,
A rare photo of Fulton's first streets, which will be notea
cation, civic and business lead- Tennessee; Rev. M. L. Easley
ers, and members of the Free- of Martin; Mr. and Mrs. C. H.
fire truck, together with the In the picture.
The truck was a right-hand
man Chapel CME Church in Crawford, Sr., and Mrs. Clyde
men who comprised the Fultime,
wooden-spoke
with
that
model,
drive
at
Hopkbisville, of which Nichols Crawford, Jr., all of Fountain
ton fire department
is pastor.
-has been loaned to The News wheels, and electric headlights
Run, Kentucky, and Sgt. Frank
be but used a kerosene lantern
for publication and will
The program opened with Weatherspoon of Langley, Virsinging of"America the Beauti- ginia Air Force Base.
found elsewhere in this issue. for a rear light. It was not a
The picture is interesting "pumper" truck, but it conful" and 'The Battle Hymn
Members of Nichols' church
Listed below are the names
Ky. - Fulton of the Republic." After the din- In Hopkinsville who attended
for many reasons besides the tained a chemical tank under
HICKMAN,
who have lost
of individuals
Maurice Tucker, who were Mrs. Luther Stewart, Mr.
identity of the men involved. the driver's seat.
County's Pilots opened their ner,
their drivers license for the
grade at the and Mrs. Dave Massie, Rev.
season on a win- teaches
fifth
cage
It was taken in 1919.
1970-71
20, 1970 as
Nov.
reending
week
The truck, incidentally,
be
For instance, it will
note here Tuesday night school, introduced the featured and Mrs. C. A. Striplin, Mrs. released by the Department of
placed horse-drawn equipment ning
Fultor
department
Barfield.
Ratfire
L.
the
Clara
that
Mrs.
arch-rival
Rufus
trouncing
noted
speaker,
J. L. Dupee,
Public Safety to the Traffic
originally located at the City by
used the identical station at Hall.
Now principal of Hoffman cliff, Mr. and Mrs. Townsend Safety Coordinating Committee:
City 83-68.
that time that it does today,
The winning Pilots jumped Elementary School in Cincin- Bacon, Miss Lucille Leaven,
City into an early lead and never nati, Barfield attended Philips Mr. Jacob Bronaugh, and Mr.
F ULTON COUNTY
Bob Craven, Fulton
in the City Hall that was built
Riverview David L. Rucker.
and
in 1904, was 15 years old at Commissioner who has long looked back. The closest the Elementary
Billy Johnson, age 42, 408
the time the picture was taken, been identified with local Fire losers got was within 11 points Junior High when Nichols was
Also attending were members Pearl Street, Fulton, Kentucky,
License suspended
and today, 66 years later, re- Department activities, loaned In the final period.
principal there. He recalled of Bell Chapel CME Church in for DWI.
us
us the picture and provided
tains its identical features.
Doug Goodman, the Pilot's that Nichols taught his stu- Fulton, where Nichols was pas- until April 16, 1971.
firemen.
Simmons,
the
of
and
identity
points
prayers, songs
Herman Lewis
At that time Fulton had dirt with
6-3 1/2 pi voter, netted 33
dents
tor between 1948 and 1968.
in the games, sometimes even join- They were Mr. and Mrs. Smith age 43, !route 2, Hickman, Kenall scorers
to lead
WINNERS
CHARITY DINNER
contest. Johnny Campbell, a ing them on the playground. He Hopkins, Mrs. H. B. Vander- tucky, DWI. License suspended
Mrs. C. E. Benedict was the 6-2 guard, paced the losing said Nichols
for ford, Mrs. Hazelle T. Cole, until April 30. 1971.
arranged
The annual Elks Charity
Christmas
the
Bulldogs with a 24-point per- school-bus service in the Lower and Mr. Robert Stewart.
Dinner will be held Wednesday, first prize at
Wayne Workman, age 50, 206
and
Billy
at
Sunday
House
formance.
Bottom.
Nichols' retirement became Fourth Street, Fulton. KenDecember 9, at 7:00 p. m. at Open
reshe
and
the
Flowerland,
dominated
address,
Pilots
Barfield's
The
December
Ann's
Tuesday,
After
affair
effective
for
tucky,
DWI.
License
the Park Terrace. This
Christmas boards throughout the night, Bobby Alston of Union
City 1. He plans to devote his time suspended until November 1,
is held each year in order to ceived a very nice
prize pulling down 52 rebounds to 34 sang "How Great Thou Art" arid to the church in Hopkinsville. 1971.
raise money for clothes for the arrangement. Second
Ray, for the visitors.
Tucker followed with "He."
A native of Hickman, Nichols
GRAVES COUNTY
underpriviledged children in winner was Mrs. Charles
20
Christmas
Ron Caldwell grabbed
a
Nichols was presented with holds a bachelor's degree from
who received
this area.
William Earl Cissell, age
18.
captured
suit
a
Goodman
a
including
and
while
College
gifts,
State
several
Kentucky
candle.
36, Route 1, Fancy Farm, KenFulton County also won the B from his wife, a silver tray master's from Murray State tucky, for
REUNION
DWI, License susUNDERWENT SURGERY team dame-by a score of 46-26. from his church, and a dia- University. He has also done
South Fultons 1951 gradpended until October 30, 1974.
Julie Bard, a member of the
mond ring from teachers, aides, graduate work in summer sesuating class will hold its reNeddie Leroy Pillow, age 28,
administrators, and cafeteria sions at Fisk University and
BAND MARCHES
union, in Fulton on December Devilette's basketball team at
Route 1, Wingo, Kentucky, for
the University of Kentucky.
26. The members and their South Fulton High, underwent
The Fulton City High School workers at the school.
DWI. License suspended until
Nichols' first teaching powill gather at the knee surgery at the Baptist Hos- Band recently marched in the
families
Out of town guests at the proApril 25. 1971.
school from 1:00 to 3:00 in the pital In Memphis recently, and Paris Christmas parade, repre- gram included Nichols' son, sition was in Carlisle County
(Continued on page 4)
afternoon to join the faculty for is now reported to be doing senting the twin-cities.
Alvin Nichols, and his family from 1928 to 1931. He was prinfine.
a coffee hour.

Fulton's First Fire Truck:
A Rare Photo Comes To Light

State Revokes
Licenses For
Drunk Driving

Pilots Beat
*Bulldogs In
First Game

"Railpax" Terminals Announced But Routes Are Yet To Be Selected
The Nixon
administration
outlined yesterday its proposed
basic
network of passenger
train routes that would be kept
running when a new quasi-govtakes
ernmental corporation
over the troubled intercity service next spring.
It is a system primarily of
short-haul "corridor" routes,
yet it would preserve three
long-distance lines out of ChiFrancago, to Seattle, San
cisco and Los Angeles.
Under the plan, six routes
would operate out of New York.
They would go to Boston, Buf-

falo, Chicago, New Orleans,
Washington and Miami, with
Intermediate stops.
Over-all, the new network
represents another sharp contraction in rail passenger service, trimming the national total
of passenger trains in daily
operation to about 150.
The Interstate Commerce
Commission said there are 366
such trains in operation today,
compared with nearly 500 at
the end of last year and to
20,000 at the peak of rail passenger service in the late
1920's.

Chicago

Washington, D. C.

New York
Cincinnati

2900 N.Street
November 23rd, 1970
Dear Jo:
Big, juicy congratulations to you and
Paul for your purchase of the Hickman
Courier. I LOVE Hickman and it is pleasant
to think of you an the Mississippi. You put so
much life and bravery into your papers.
Hickman is lucky to have you working there.
Just got back home from a very interesting trip to Europe for the NATO meeting.
(Continued on page 6)

solve,

On

Jo's
Notebook"'
Banana Princess In Ecuador!
At this very moment our beautiful Banana Festival Princess, Susan Gordon is in
Quito, Ecuador representing the twin cities
in a mammoth international celebration in
that South American country.
How else, oh how else, could Fulton,
Kentucky and South Fulton, Tennessee get
such tremendous exposure were it not for
the Banana Festival. So some might say, "so
what good does it do us to get exposure in a
foreign country?"
I'd say plenty, because there are thousands of affluent and prominent people from
America who attend the Festival. Don't you
know these people will be startled at the ingeniuty of a small community like ours to
undertake such a significant goodwill mission.
Susan's chaperone in Ecuador is Marty
Harding, executive assistant to Congressman
Frank Albert Stublefield. Marty is a great
and dynamic gal and will do a good job for
us, although I wish that circumstances would
have been so that some local person could
have gone along with her.
But don't worry for a Minute about
Marty's ability to represent us. She's been in
Kentucky so many times she has even acquired our special kind of accent.
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Chance, to stabilize service
Despite the further reduction, Transportation Secretary
John A. Voipedescribedthenew
network as an opportunity to
stabilize services, to put the
passenger business back on a
profit-making basis and to begin rebuilding public demand
for train service through major
improvements in performance.
"We have set out here a
preliminary, economically
viable basic rail passenger system to provide high-quality service," Volpe said. "Frankly,
I wish that the system could
all-ecombe bigger, more
passing. We have made what I
think are rational reductions in
the existing and unintegrated
passenger train service. But
we have dale this with a view
toward organizing it into a cohesive system and making it a
financial success."
The network that Volpe revealed consists essentially of
16 city pairs, which, with intermediate stops, would reach
most of the nation's metropolitan areas at least once a day.
Chicago, ten train
From
routes would run to Detroit,
Cincinnati, Miami, Now
Orleans, Houston, St. Louis,
Los Angeles, San Francisco,
Seattle and New York. The only
route that would not touch either
New York would
Chicago or
be the link between St. Louis

and Washington.
Louisville is an intermediate
stop
Among the intermediate stops
are Louisville, Memphis, Cincinnati and Indianapolis. Volpe
said the law does not require
the new corporation to serve
the intermediate cities. Under
the legislation, the transpor-

tation secretary designates only
the "end" terminals; the corporation selects routes. There
are, for example, five ways
of getting from Chicago to
Miami and five ways of getNew
ting from Chicago to
York. In the event only one
intermediate
chosen,
is
route
cities would lose most of their
service.
On many of the routes ser-

vice from the new rail passenger corporation would be
less frequent than private railroads are currently required
to give.
In addition, many of the routes
where service still survives
would be dropped entirely.
One conspicuous gap that
caught critical attention in Congress and among union men
(Continued on Pogo Four)
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PAUL end JOHANNA M. MISISTPHIL1140
Edit.,'. and Publishers

"were it left to me to decide whether we shluld have a government without
newspapers, or newspapers without a government, I should not hestitate to prefer
—THOMAS JEFFERSON
the latter."

Editorial On Thanksgiving Day "Must"
Reading If We Want To See Ourselves
In the course of the vast religious thing, started by the Pilamount of reading we do to keep grims, but it was actually first obinformed on what's going on in served in Virginia and was somethe world around us, we come thing of a bash. The Pilgrims
across a bit of writing that is sheer didn't get into the act until two
years later-1621—and then as a
beauty.
celebration for good crops. Even
Many times these gems are that didn't turn out too well. A
hilarious, few friendly Indians had been inserious, sometimes
sometimes just plain rhetoric.
vited, but over 100 turned up,
Such is the editorial that ap- knocking the community budget
peared last week in the Louisville into a peaked hat. With tight little
tough,
Courier-Journal that comments on smiles, the Pilgrims served
probwhich
turkey,
wild
stringy
the observance of Thanksgiving.
subsequent
Please take time to read it. It is ably accounted for the
relations, and the
so true to life. It is serious, hilari- deterioration of
by introducing
retaliated
Indians
ous, and rhetorical.
them to popcorn, which has hauntFrankly, to us, it just about ed the white man's movies to this
equals the famous "Dear Vir- day.
ginia," letter at Christmastime,
The day has caused trouble
but in a different light of course.
ever since. It was observed lackadaisically, here and there, until
Here's the editorial:
1862, when Honest Abe Lincoln
ALL RIGHT, here's the scene: declared a November Sunday as
It's the Norman Rockwell bit, the an official day of "thanksgiving
family gathered around the groan- and prayer." Later he made it the
ing board with its lace tablecloth last Thursday in November, for
and greasy turkey, eyes closed as reasons never explained or properfather leads in a prayer of thanks. ly defended, thereby upsetting
Junior is stealing a hungry glance business schedules, breaking perat the turkey, sister has braids and fectly good weeks in two and forca few freckles. Father is work- ing people to play football on an
worn and humble; Mama quivers un-natural day.
with fat and piety.
A Bow to Commerce
A touching scene, if caloric
Possibly because it was a Resentiment is your bag, but hardly publican holiday, Franklin Roosetypical, if it ever was. Today the velt changed it in 1939 from Noaverage American father will stag- vember 30 to November 23, and
ger to the table, his eyes popped from the howl that ensued you
and glazed from too much football would have thought he had changand beer, thankful only that elec- ed God's time or defiled the metric knives have eased the labors mory of Miles Standish. Actually,
of the turkey-carver. Mother will he was only trying to help out the
struggle to maintain the holiday country's merchants, whose holimood despite the looks of the kids day shopping season didn't begin
who face the traditional goodies until after Thanksgiving. Today it
with curled lip while visions of begins so early that half the happy
pizza and double-deck hamburgers families are bankrupt by the time
dance through their heads. Only Thanksgiving rolls around.
the dog rejoices, knowing that at
Perhaps such a chain of
worst he will wind up with the
events has taken the edge off your
candied sweet potatoes.
holiday mood. If so, be thankful
Pilgrims Came In Late
anyhow, remembering always
But if Thanksgiving isn't what that things could be worse. You
it was, there is little evidence that could, for example, be a Pilgrim.
it ever was. It's supposed to be a Or an Indian. Or a turkey.

Fultun's Chances Seem Good For Inclusion
On The New "Railpax" Passenger Routing
Readers of this page will note
that we have closely followed the
path of passenger train service in
recent months. We have felt, and
still feel, that its future determination can be an important factor in Fulton's future. We feel that
up-to-date passenger train service
Is the sleeping giant of the future,
and we want Fulton on the system.
With the preliminary announcement Monday of the "terminal" points and the proposed
"intermediate" stops, it would
seem that Fulton has a betterthan-fair chance of being on the
new system, assuming the Illinois
Central participates in the new
National Rail Passenger Corporation. The Memphis Commercial
Appeal, reviewing the proposed
system Tuesday, indicated that
Memphis would be on both a ChiA member of the Kentucky Press Association
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky. 42041
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton
the first of which was founded in 111110.
Published Every Thursday of The Year at 209
Commercial Ave. Fulton, Ky. 42041
Voted ono of Kentucky'. "Best All Around"
Weekly Papers.
• Address •n mall (subscriptions, change of ad
dress. Forms 3179) to Post Office Box 307
Fulton, Kentucky 42041
Subscription Rates: $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion and
Weakley Counties, Tenn. Elsewhere throughout
the United States 1,4.00 par year.
Kentucky Subscriber, must add 5% Sales Tax.

For many years I have enAs an outdoor hobbyist I
joyed listening loon the conver- often get put into my place by
sation of people who are not even well-educated people. One
supposed to be ignorant but who rather good observer quesWhen I get timehave rarely taken and oppor- tioned my statement that an
I know what I shall do:
tunity to check on such obvious apple core had five seed chamI'll cut the leaves of all my books
things as plants and animals and bers; he said it might have as
history and geography. Some- many as six or as few as five.
And read them through and through.
how I can tolerate traditional In a long life of devouring apples
things in people who have had I have yet to find one with other
no chance at what used to be than five chambers. Maybe I
When I get timecalled a liberal education; it eat the wrong sort. Or maybe
I'll write some letters then
would be very unbecoming in observation, backed by books
That I have owed for weeks and weeks
me, or in you, to waste too on botany, just doesn't count.
much effort in trying to break
To many, many men.
Many times in this column
up beliefs that have lasted a long I have laughed at the persistence
time, unless those beliefs were in the belief that the Bluebird
When I get timedoing humanity some harm.
and the Robin are signs of
Elderly ladies who have spring. I must have received a
I'll pay those calls I owe,
imagined themselves great his- hundred telephone calls from
And with those bills, those countless bills,
tory buffs have sometimes siMr,- people who are interested In
I will not be so slow.
casually, that thirteen states birds and usually keep a feeder
seceded. Once, before I learned for them: "The Robin (or Bluebetter, I asked which ones they bird) is back." "Where has it
When I get timewere; I got eleven in fair order been?" has become my standard
and was told that Kentucky and reply, but lam sure that I rarely
I'll regulate my life
Missouri also seceded. You convince even the most intellIn such a way that I may get
should have seen the lofty look igent. Anyway, the people are
Acquainted with my wife.
on the dear old lady's face when
becoming conscious of birds and
I questioned her inclusion of
may learn for themselves some
Kentucky in the C.S.A. She re- facts that they now ignore.
When I get timeminded me of the fact that my
It has not been many years
Oh glorious dream of bliss!
own town was the Confederate
capital of Kentucky; I tried to since a middle-aged, well-eduA month, a year, ten years from nowwoman spoke of how arcated
show that this was purely a
I've no more time.
local, provisional government. tificial ice is made: you put the
We never got to Missouri; she water into big cans, add amonia
knew, I didn't, and, her looks to it, directly, and the ammonia
Thomas L. Masson
does its work of freezing the
implied, I was a Yankee.
Some twenty years ago, solid block of ice and evaporafter my TIDBITS had already ating, all at the same time.
been running for nearly fifteen What brought up the subject was
tourney through snowbound Vir- years, I attended a meeting of a queer taste in some ice that
ginia hills the boy's adventures several folklore societies in my the lady had bought from the ice
were frequently dangerous, of- original county. A widely-known man; she said that some of the
ten touching, and more often hi- folklorist from New York asked ammonia had failed to evaplarious.
me what had ever happened to orate. A half mile down the
DO NOT FOLD SPINDLE OR Fidelity. Before I could say a street was, and is, a place that
MUTILATE.. by Doris Miles word, a wealthy woman who had has made ice for many years,
Disney. At 58, Sophie Tate Cur- spent her entire life within a run by some courteous men who
BY LUCY DANIEL
tis was a clown. At 58, she dozen miles of the place told would show, between calls for
was also a corpse. Playing the
gentleman that the village the finished producl Just how it
KINDS OF LOVE, by May There were two passengers in games with a computer can be had entirely disappeared, years
is all done. We expect superSarton. This story is about Will- the transit lounge at Frank- a risky business as this Al- ago. I felt like a bad-mannered stitions to grow up aroundbungs
furt
Airport
whose
lives
were
ard, a small town lost in the
exandrea spinstress learned af- brat when I had to say that it long known; somehow it seems
rocky hills of New Hampshire. to depend on what took place ter she and her bridge club was still/there the day before, funny when they appear in exthirty minutes. Sir invented
Willard's being is a wide di- in the next
'Rebecca Meade'-- and as I had visited some of my planation of common modern inversity of people able to be Stafford Nye was a diplomat mailed a date form to Scien- family near there. Did the lady ventions.
London after at- tific
returning
to
themselves because of the qualAssociates. It started as change her statement and say
ity of life they have found in a tending a commission in a Joke but it took a deadly she had confused Fidelity with
And then there lathe weather,
place where the natural world Maylaya. Foe had caused his turn.
another village of our native which belongs to everybody but
to
be diverted tc A PLAGUE OF
is never absent from any hour plane
VIOLENCE,
county
that
had
disappeared? which is often shaped more by
or day, where wild animals, Frankfurt. He would arrive in by Hugh Pentecost. Officials ot Not she; genuine ladies of know- Grand pap's pronouncements
wild flowers and birds, as well London two hours late at least. a fund-raising drive for a foun- ledge and social standing do not
than by any sensible observaHe
sat
down
to
wait.
A
young
as brooks, ragged woods, dirt
dation devoted to the creative admit defeat; let history and tions. Aren't we primitive,
sat down beside him. arts
roads, and mountains, are all woman
persuaded
John
Jericho
ageography
go
hang.
sometimes?
She seemed vaguely familiar.
woven into the ethos it reprelong with other famous personThen she spoke to him, "May
sents.
alities in the theatre, films,
I speak to you?" This casual
CLEAR FOR ACTION. by
ballet and music to act as
encounter was to lead to strange
Most villages and towns are
Noel B. Gerson. He joined the
auctioneers of art treasures.
and
unexpected
places,
and
enapproximately 1,200 years old,
navy at tne incredible age of
auction
an
before
the
The
dawn
counters with unknown people.
with some even older. Grape
ten. He was given his first temunknown sniper nearly ended
GUNS, by Dudley Pope. The
culture was brought into the
porary command at 13--on a
Jericho's career forever. The
gun
has
had
red-bearded painter was one of
ship that sank or captured more Invention of the
district, because of its moderage
consequences upon
than fifty times its own tonnage lasting
several guests staying at Alex
climate, by the Romans.
history
and
it
isthe
story
world
&
MINOR,
TOO
in the War of 1812. Half a cenBowman's Connecticut estate.
In Nierstein is the Fronhof,
of
the
development
of
his
weaM
QUARNSTROM
By
GORDON
entury later. he committed his
During the night, he had been
the old courtyard in the center
tire fleet to a daring Flank- pon through six centuries which startled to hear a woman's anof town where an annual wine
speed attack on mine-filled Mo- the author has made the center guished scream. This is an arfestival is held. It is ringed on
bile Bay to take the city and of an engrossing book. He de- resting novel about John JeriBy
MON
N.
immainnten
one side by the old Roman
destroy the entire Confederate scribes and illustrates the tech- cho, adventurer and fighter aboundary wall.
fleet, this ensuring the outcome nical changes-- the modifi- gainst evil.
cations,
evolutions
and
revoluNIERSTEIN,
Germany:
This
of the Civil War. Guess who?
Nearby Oppenheim, which
the
tions—which
lie
between
is
a
charming
area
of
Germany
to
A THEME FOR REASON,
David Farragut!
began developing as a business
vase—like
guns
of
the
primitive
visit,
particularly
in
the
fall
For
nine
by Elisabeth Ogilvie.
RACING CARS, by Richard
center back in 774, has the
Hough. Here is all the thrill, fourteenth century and the so- years Shane Mannering had when the grapes are being har- ruins of the
Landskrone Castle,
speed, color, excitement and phisticated armoury of a twen- been the center of her existence vested, and the talk is of the
built in the 12th Century and
danger that has had millions tieth-century bomber. In fact —all the lover, all the friend vintage quality. Near here are
of enthusiasts leaping from it is everyman's gun book for Alix had ever dreamed of. In a some of the finest vineyards of last destroyed in 1689. Also here
their seats to catch a glimpse it will both complement the way she and Shane lived for Europe, including the extensive is the Katherine church, built
in the years from 1280 and the
of the battle of the giants. In specialist's library and stim- their summers—the summers
fields cultivated by the winery
the comparatively short period ulate the layman's interest.
they spent on Tiree, their known as Weingut Louis Gunt- most famous example of Gothic
THE
HOMECOMING,
by
Earl
of 70 years racing car speeds
architecture in the Middle Rhine
island home off the Maine
have leapt from a hesitant 15 Hamner, Jr. When Clay Spen- coast, where every year three rum.
district.
m.p.h., with a man with a red cer failed to arrive home at months together almost comThis area is known as Rhine•••
flag in front, to nearly 200 the expected hour that Chris- pensated them for the winter, hessen, with Nierstein and nearTHE FUNNY PAPERS
m.p.h., and the chequered fin- tmas Eve, his family grew con- when their
two worlds had to by Oppenheim as its favored
What can 1 do about live
ishing flag. The acknowledged cerned. While his seven redbe kept apart. But now, sud- communities. Hills and terraces convertible blonds which' were
expert, Richard Hough, tells headed brothers and sisters and
his mother kept Virgil, the old- denly, with the promise of an- are exposed to the south and called for redemption?
the story of these years.
— Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
PASSENGER TO PRANK.- est son, Clay-Boy, went to other summer close at hand, southealt, which bring much
t• UR T , by Agatha Christie. search for his father. On his Shane was dead.'
The nationwide cost of loving
sun for the grapes.
went up by four-tenths of one
birthday party on her fifth birthday,'Saturday, percent. — Chicago Sun-Times.

WHEN I GET TIME

MAJOR

POINTS

given by her grandmother, Mrs. Lee Henry.
Those attending were: Jerry Drace, Billie Gene
and Jimmy Daughtery, Melody Ann Brundige,
Larry and Patricia White, Alvin Jene and David
Wayne Damron of Memphis, Betty Carol Pruitt,
Sandra Holt, the honoree and her little brothers,
Danny and Bart Wilson.

cago-New Orleans route and on
a Chicago - Memphis - Birmingham - Miami route, which would
more than likely run through Fulton. The Commercial-Appeal even
listed Fulton on its map as a continuing junction point.
These omens are all good
news, just as major highway improvements around us are continuing good news. Fulton is an
overland traffic hub, and we
would hope that it will always be
one. A lot of people living here
depend on this traffic for jobs, and
modern traffic patterns bring
more industrial attention to this
area.
A final report will be issued
Jan. 28. Within 30 days after it is
approved by President Nixon, it
must be submitted to Congress,
the Interstate Commerce Commission and the various state public
service commissions. These agencies have 30 days in which to review and comment. The secretary
of transportation then has 30 days
in which to consider the comments and to finally determine
the system.
All railroads will be invited
to participate in the system. Those
agreeing to participate will be
permitted to discontinue all other
passenger service over their lines
as of May 1, 1971. Nonparticipating carriers will be required to
continue their passenger trains
until Jan. 1, 1975.

Pieloaotdefe

1)0E1'8 CORNIER

TWENTY-YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 24. 1950
Fulton's proposed new radio station will
have the finest of equipment and a splendid
building, making it one of the finest small stations in West Kentucky," stated John Haerle,
Quincy, Illinois, an equipment manufacturer's
representative with whom local investors have
placed a tentative order this week.
Shirley Maxwell and Jim James were announced as finalists in the "best groomed" contest sponsored by the Childhood Education Association at Murray State College. The award will
be made at a special ceremony to be held at the
school on December 12th.
Twenty-eight thousand five hundred dollars
in Christmas Club checks will be mailed to 1950
Club members during the next week, the Fulton
Bank announced today.
November 28th is voting day for farmers of
Fulton County. This is when the county's eligible
farmers will vote in the PMA community elections to determine who will represent them in
Production and Marketing Administration program operations for 1951.
The new highway bridge over Kentucky
Dam will be dedicated December 9 in a brief ribbon cutting ceremony sponsored by the Kentucky
Lake Association.
Betty Carol Wilson was honored with a

FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
NOVEMBER 20, 1925
The political pot in South Fulton is beginning to boil, and on election day, December 1st,
everything will be thoroughly cooked. The main
issue involved is the $40,000 contested sewerage
bond issued, with Sam Holman heading the ticket
for mayor, and opposed by S. A. McDade, whose
side favors the bond issue.
A Father-and-Son banquet was given at the
Baptist Church Thursday evening, with a 3course dinner served by Mesdames R B. Allen,
J. S. Willingham, W. D. Flippo and R. I. Moss.
The program consisted of two charming flute
solos by Miss Mamie Bennett, two vocal solos by
Mis Mozelle Hill and two numbers by Miss Annie
Lucille Goldsby.
Mrs. J. 0. West, Kentucky's only lady Sheriff, who is serving the unexpired term of her
husband in Fulton County, made her first arrest
Saturday. She boarded a train and took into custody a young man accused of stealing a pair of
shoes.
To today's shockingly-scanty apparel:
A yard of silk, a yard of lace,
A wisp of tulle to give it grace;
A flower placed where flowers go,
The skirt knee-high
The back waist-low;
One shoulder strap, no sign of sleeve,
If she should cough...
Good morning, Eve!
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LETTER OPENINGS
I DREAD
From my boss: "Dear Fellow
Employes: Because of recent
setbacks, it has become necessary to. "
From my brother-in-law:
"We've had another bit of tough
luck, and 1 wonder if .
From my banker: "The collateral you put up for your
loan has decreased in value,and
therefore .
—Brent Stark.
'Is
INSURANCE TO VALUE
means having enough protection
to replace your losses in case
of fire or other catastrophe. We
hear of instances where hordiowners and renters had neglected
to update their insurance, with
financial blows coming after a
disaster. The Allstate Homeowners Service recommends an
annual review of your protection
to make certain you are fully
covered.
•••
"My wife swears that if I
die, she will remain a widow
forever," a Minneapolis man
recently told a co-worker at
lunch.
"I suppose she thinks there's
not another one like you in the
whole world." his companion
responded.
"No," he said. "She's afraid
there is."
— Mpls.
•••
If your salary was MAO
in 1939, you'd have to earn
$30,000 today to have the same
purchasing power? Consumer
prices are 50 per cent higher
today than they were in 1949?
So says Funk & Wagnall's paperbook,"What You Should Know
About Inflation" by Henry
Nunn.
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SOCIETY - WOMAN'S INTEREST
Plans For
Homemakers
Tour Are Told

COFFEE CUP CHATTER

The Fulton County Homemakers have completed plans
for their Annual Meeting and
Christmas Homes Tour, which

will be held Thursday, December 3, at the Cayce Methodist

Whipped instant non-fat dry
milk and whipped evaporated
milk can be substituted in many
recipes in which whipped cream
Is used--but always follow directions on package. Evaporated milk should not be diluted when it is whipped, It triples in volume--2/3 cup of milk
yields 2 cups whipped cream.-Patricia E. Curtsinger, Courthouse, Benton, Ky. 42025-Phone- 527-6601

Ponchos are fashion-right
this season and are used over
pants, dresses and skirts, They
are worn by all ages. Those
who wear them like their comfort and free swinging style.
They are easily made. Select
a plaid or solid color fabric
of wool or wool blend, either
woven or knit. You'll also find
Instructions for knitting or crocheting them at the pattern or
notion counters of your local
stores.--Cathering C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Phone:
236-2351

Washable scraps offabric are
easy to fashion into dribble bibs
for babies. Bind edges with
bias tape or leftover lengths
of lace.--Dean Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky. 42066
Phone: 247-2334

The kitchen is the working
center of your home. Even with
convenience foods, you will
probably spend more of your
working hours there than in any
other room in the house. In
you child-rearing years, kitchen and laundry activities may
absorb from one-third to onebad your working seek. From
this combined working center
you will direct the activities
of the household, answer doorbell and telephone and keep a
watchful eye on the children's
whereabouts. Therefore, while
your home is still in the blueprint stage, the kitchen should
not be put in space left over
after other rooms have been
planned. A South or West ex-

posure gives a bright sunny
kitchen and utility room
and do plan for all the window space possible.--Juanita
Amonatt, Courthouse, Paducah,
Phone- 442-2718
Ky. 42001
BUY NOW—PAY LATER
Families want to buy many
things. They do not have money
to buy now, so they buy things
and pay for them later.
These families are using
credit. This means they are
using someone else's money.
They pay for the use of another
person's money. The extracost
they pay is called interest.
The contract you sign tells
you what you have to do to pay
back the money and the interest cost for the year. The
borrower should read and understand throughly this contract
and know exactly the cost of
the items and interest rate.
It pays to shop for credit,
just as you would for items that
you intend to buy.-- Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple St.,
Phone
Murray, Ky. 42071
783-1452

MRS. GARY MAC FULLER

Church, beginning
at 10:00
a.m.--registration from 91010:00 a.m.
Mrs. Billy Park Threlkeld,
County President, will preside.
The planning committee, Mrs.
Clyde Fields, Mrs. W. B. Sowell
and Mrs. Lacy Harrington, announce the following plans for
the day.
Miss Elizabeth Word, Extension Home Economist from
Bowling Green, Kentucky, will
be guest speaker and has chosen
for her subject, "Love Makes
the Difference." Awards for the
Homemakers Club of the Year
and the Homemaker of the Year
will be given by Mrs. Bert
ViceYarbro, Jr., County
President, and ,reading will be
given by Mrs. P. L. Nichols,
Reading Chairman.
The women of the church will
serve luncheon, and during the
luncheon, Mrs. Bill Fenwick,
Clothing Chairman, will present a style show using homemakers in the Beginning Clothing Class as models.
Hostesses for the Christmas
Homes Tour from 1:00-3:00
p.m. are Miss Alice Sowell,
member of the Central Homemakers Club, Mrs. W. W. Kitterman, member of Fulton
Homemakers Club, and Mrs.
of
Abe Thompson, member
Palestine Homemakers Club,

Gary M. Fuller Claims
Jane Green As Bride Five Lead

Mr. and Mrs. John Craig
are usually pro- Green of 1040 Ethridge Lane
Foods
portionally cheaper in large- announce the marriage of their
Jane, to
size packages or containers. daughter, Theresa
Compare weights to make sure. Gary Mac Fuller, son of Mr. and
If you can use the larger size, Mrs. James Thomas Fuller of
without waste, buy it.--Maxine Orchard Drive, South Fulton.
The couple exchanged their•
Griffin, Federal Building, Clinton, Ky. 42031 Phone: 653- vows recently in a ceremony
solemnized in the chapel of the
2231
First Christian Church at Mayfield,
Read the hangtag or label and
who graduated
bride,
heed the care recommentistrono
remains the best advice when
shopping for any clothing. Beware of unlabeled textiles.Consumers should recognize, however, that hangtags are sometimes missing. In this case,the
consumer should consult the
sales personnel t or intoi
B. Nunn
Governor Louie
Hon. Catherrne C. Thompson,
Hickman Ky. 42050 236-2351 announced today the appointH.
Wendell
Gov.
Lt.
of
ment
Jaycee
Kentucky
Ford and
An easy and effective way to President BobCobb, Louisville,
mend small holes in knitwear as Honorary Co-Chairmen for
is by applying iron-on sock the 1971 March of Dimes. The
patches. These come in assort- appointments were made by Mr.
ed colors, are washable, and Basil O'Connor, President of
have the same stretchability as the National March of Dimes
the garment itself.--Dauveen Foundation.
The Governor made the anRoper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
a Kick-Off
at
nouncement
Ky. 42066

from Union City High School,
Is a sophomore maioring Inhome
economics at the university of
Her
Tennessee at Martin.
sorority is Zeta Tau Alpha.

Honor Roll
With All A's

The Fulton City High School
honor roll for the second six
weeks, released by Principal
Bobby Snider, Is as follows:
Karen Cash,
Freshmen:
Mary Ann Crutchfield, Jan
Pulley, Pam Sisson, Mark
Both will continue their edu- Welch, Max Thompson and Jefcation at the university.
frey Campbell.

The bridegroom, an honor
graduate of South Fulton High
School, is majoring in business
administration at UTM, where he
is a sophomore.

Governor Nunn Appoints Ford
As March Of Dimes Chairman

Sophomore: Gig( Brock,
Kathy Clifton, Kathy Glasgow,
Denise Homra, Eve Nelson,
Donna Sensing, Pat Gossum,
Bobby Mahan, Earl McManus,

Gary Sons, David Thompson
and Robin WhiteselL
Gwen Armstrong,
Junior:
Luncheon held at the Seelbach Alice Caldwell, Sandra Thompson, Bob Engel, Michael MorHotel, Louisville.
Governor Nunn told March of gan and Greg Scates.
Senior: Mary Campbell, Ann
Dimes volunteer leaders from
across Kentucky that he is ex- Mahan, Louella Puckett, Judy
Kathy Wheeler,
Westpheling,
tremely interested in the March
of Dimes because of their Janet Williamson, Bob Nanney,
studies of the relationship of Mike Tate aid Tommy Taylor.
Students making all A's: Gig'
drug abuse to causes of birth
Brock, Ann Mahan, Janet Wildefects.
"In its studies, the National liamson, David Thompson and
Foundation has discovered that Tommy Taylor.
women who use or have used
drugs run a high risk of giving
VISITORS!
birth to children with serious
Nunn said.
birth defects,"
Ray Andrus of Mayfield and
"This should be of great con- Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Cate of
cern to all Kentuckians.
Memphis spent Thanksgiving
"When young
women buy with their father and their
not
do
apparently
they
drugs
mother, Mr. and Mrs. Rayrealize what tragic results can mond Andrus, and Mary Ann.
occur to their children as a
result of drug usage. The
PRESENTED PIN
chromosome damage resulting
from drug abuse will be passed
Mrs. Ernest Jenkins of Fulalong to the infant as a con- ton recently received a 50-year
genital defect.
membership pin from the Ful"It seems to me that even ton City Chapter No. 41, Order
though some young women ap- of the Eastern Star.
parently cast aside all personal
regard for their own health,
they should closely examine the
results drug usage will have on
their future children. They are
depriving defenseless infants of
their birthright: a whole mind
, in a whole body."
Governor Nunn nas mitiatea
a statewide campaign against
drug abuse. He conducted a twoday tour of nine Kentucky cities
to address community leaders
Dear Ann Landers A great
on the problems of drug abuse. man died today. He wasn't
a
The Governor was in Louis- world leader or a famous docville today for the statewide tor or a war hero or a
sports
"special session" which he figure or a business tycoon.
sponsored in order to educate But he was a great man. He
Kentuckians to the dangers of was my father.

drug abuse and to its extent in
the Commonwealth.
He didn't get his picture in
Governor Nunn also announc- the paper for heading upthings.
Louisof
Hanley
Keith
ed that
I guess you might say he was
ville's Durrett High School a person who never cared for
would be State Teen-age Chairman of the 1971 Kentucky March
of Dimes. "Goody" Dempsey,
age 7, of Russellville, will be
poster child for the second consecutive year.

credit or honors. He did corny
things, like pay his bills on

time, go to church on Sunday
and hold an office in the PTA.

He helped his kids with their
homework and drove his wife
to the shopping center to do the
COME AGAIN!
grocery buying on Thursday
Mrs. Gertrude Ford Smith, night. He got his kicks hauling
Of Memphis, who has been his teen-agers and their friends
visiting her sister, Mrs. Gus to and from football games.
White, In Union City, came He enjoyed simple things like
over to Fulton last Friday and a picnic in the park, country
was joined at Holiday Inn for music, mowing the grass and
luncheon by Miss Gertrude running with the dog.
Murphey, Mrs. Clarke Thorpe.
Tonight is the first night
Mrs. J. G. Willingham, Mrs. of my life without him. I don't
Claud Freeman and Mrs. Har- know what to do with myself
psychiatric aide at vey Caldwell. Mrs. Caldwell so 1 am writing to you. I am
THERAPY THROUGH HANDCRAFTS—Mrs. Annie Pope,
patient the variety of handcrafts took Mrs. Smith back to Union sorry now for the times I didn't
Western State Hospital, Hopkinsville, shows a
MacGregor Photo)
show htin the proper respect.
City
made by other patients in Occupational Therapy.(Don

Fulton City High cheerleaders traveled to Fulton County High a grand
mother-congratulaBulldogs. From tions. Rita.

Tuesday night, December 1, to cheer for the

Hank Adams was rushed to
left, they are Denise Homra, Cindy Craven, Alison Miller, Jane the Hospital in Mayfield WedPawiukiewicz (partially hidden), Deborah Capps, and Kent nesday night. No information
as to his progress.
Smith. Despite their efforts, the Bulldogs lost, 68-83,
Anna Belle Edwards spent
several days in McComb, Miss.
with relatives and a week end
in Jackson, Tenn. with friends
during November.

News 'Roun(1 Town

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO:

Moraan and Anna Belle Edwards, Editors

Zuaneta Phelps—Dec. 4. 0zelle Brown -- Dec. 20, Elizaconindicating
FULTON-SOUTH FULTON
tached outside
beth Caldwell—Dec. 20, Farrah
BUSINESS & PROFESSIONAL tents. This helps in making Graddy—Dec. 25.
distribution of gifts.
WOMEN'S CLUB
Fulton, Kentucky
December meeting-a perfect
Issue No. 16 Aima Lou Caldwell, Dottie time to invite prospective memDecember 1970
Morgan, Mary Moss Hales and bers. It is suggested that if a
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE:
Jetta Speight attended Murpreviously
Our family is enlarging with ray's 43rd birthday party on prospect has been
guest that she
each and every meeting! We November 19th. (Storm and invited as our
be invited to attend our Dewant to welcome our new all.)
cember Fun Party (Pay her
members and encourage them
own way) and bring a gift.
to be faithful in attendance.
If any member is not conNow that we have equalized tacted by the telephone comEDITORS WISH YOU
and are very close to our 20 mittee, contact Ruth Grooms YOUR
MERRY, MERRY
percent increase - let's con- and put your name on the list. ALL A
CHRISTMAS AND A HAPPY
tinue pushing. The enthusiasm December meeting at the DerNEW YEAR!!!
is high, the programs are by, December 1.
wonderful, so let's continue to
Unite to Act and Share B&PW
CHRISTMAS HOME TOUR—
with °then in our vicinity. We Dec. 13th from 2-5 p. m.
HOLIDAY VISITORS
can be No. 1 in District No. 1 if Homes to visit are: Mr. and
Mrs. Peggy Hussey and Art
we try hard enough, can't we? Mrs. Cecil Wade, Mr. and Mrs. Freeman, of Tulsa, Okla., were
This year .. . as every year Chas W. Binford, Mrs. How- Thanksgiving week end guests
. . we look forward with ard Adams, Mr. and Mrs. Sam- of Mrs. Hussey's mother, Mrs.
great anticipation to the hap- my Hadda d, Refreshment Ruth Scott.
piest of holidays. Hope and Home-Ramelle
Pigue. The
joy are more meaningful to price will be $1.00. The tickets
DELEGATES
the world than ever before. are ready now and will be passDana Wilson and Van StephHope for the fulfillment of ed out at the Dec. meeting.
enson, both of Fulton, attended
those words, - "Peace on
Earth . . . Good Will to Men."
Mita Dalyrmple, llopkinsville, the West Tennessee Synodic
Joy in the promise of a bright- will be our guest speaker for Convocation for CP young peoer future for everyone.
December, also Glenda Comm, ple at Pinecrest Camp near
It is my wish that this Christ- 1st Dist. Director will be pres- Memphis recently. They were
the Fulton
mas will bring us closer to ent. A good attendance is delegates from
PresbyterCumberland
those goals and to the true urged.
spirit of brotherly and sisterly
ian Church.
love, that we remain a free peoZuaneta Phelps, as she alple, living without fear in the ways does, did a fabulous perHAD HEART SURGERY
land we hive.
formance on the panel discus- David (Bubba) Capps, four
May the bleksings of this sion recently held at the South teen year old Fulton High
Holiday Season be with you Fulton Schools.
freshman, has returned home
throughout the coming year,
after undergoing heart surgery
and may the gladness of ChristVivian Jones was in Volun- in the Baptist Hospital in Mem
mas, which is Hope, the spirit teer Hospital at Martin recent- phis. He is the son of Mrs..Tol
of Christmas, which is Peace, ly. Hope you are feeling better, bert Dallas of Fulton and Bob
the heart of Christmas, which Vivian.
by Capps of Union City.
is Love—be with you all.
Merry Christmas!!!
NEWS OF INTEREST GUESTS
Anna Lou
Wayne Anderson came from
Sunday dinner guests of Mrs.
the University of Ky. to spend Montez Oliver were Mr. and
Remember to bring your in- the Thanksgiving
week-end Mrs. Chester Wade, Mr. and
dividual Christmas gift to the with his mother, Mildred An- Mrs. John B. Stayton and TomDecember meeting. A maxi- derson.
mye, Mrs. Della Cruce, Mr.
mum of $2.00 has been set for
Clarice Thorpe spent two and Mrs. Charles Tisdale and
these gifts. Also remember to weeks in Chicago, at market Devonda, and Mr. and Mrs.
bring your Christmas gift for and visiting her son, Jack and Donald Ray and Brian.
patients at Western State Hos- family in their new home.
pital. Please have a tae atRita Adams recently became
Shop in Fulton

Ala ianciefa
— Your Problems Bring Answers —
But I am thankful for many
things. I'm thankful because God
let me have him for 15 years.
And I'm thankful that I was
able to let him know how much
loved him. He died with a
smile on his face. He knew he
was a success as a husband
and a father, a brother, a son,
and a friend. I wonder how Many
millionaires can say that"
Thanks tor listening, Ann,
You've been a great help.--His
Daughter

Dear Daughter. I am printing your beautiful letter on
Thanksgiving. Thank you for
providing my readers with food
for thought on a most appropriate day.
Dear Ana Landers: My daughter is expecting her second
child in about eight weeks. She

stomach and feel the baby kick- probability he won't ask for aing. To my way of thinking this nother two or three years how
is disgraceful. 'think they the baby got in there.
should say the baby is coming
Dear Ann: A boy I'll call
from the hospital, which is enough to satisfy a three-year- Dan is a nice guy but dull,
old. There is time enough toget dull, dull. had three dates with
Into sex and all that other him and I had to work so hard
stuff the kids learn sooner or Keeping the conversation going
I felt as if I had done a double
later.
I've expressed my feelings shift in a hand laundry. What
to my daughter and son-in-law can a girl do with a guy who
and they say times have answers in one-word sentshchanged--but have they changed ces?--Ttred
Dear Tired: Gary Coopet's
that much,Please reply. I need
your support.--Old School Stu- conversation consisted 'of
'Yup," and women adored hip).
dent
Apparently Dan isn't your
Dear Old Stu Yes-- times groove so fix him up with a
have changed that much, and it's non-stop talker. The woods are

all to the good. A friend of mine
IIER grandson that mommy
and daddy were bringing a new
baby home from the hospital and
the boy asked, "Is the baby
sick""
Children should not be told
more than they can understand

full of 'em.
Whats awaits you on the other
side of the marrige veil' How
can you be sure your marriage

and her husband have told their
will work/ Read Ann Landers'
'booklet
little three-year-old girl that
the new baby is growing in her
Booklet "Marriage--What To
mother's tummy. The child tells but I don't believe in mislead- Expect." Send your request to
everyone who walks in the house ing them either. There is noth- Ann Landers in care of your
tliat a baby is growing inside ing wrong with telling a three- newspaper enclosing 501 in coin
mommy and she invites them to year-old that a baby grows in- and a long, stamped, self-adput a hand on her mother's side the mother's tummy. In all dressed envelope.
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CHRISTMAS TOURNAMENT
Dec. 9,10,11,12
Lowes High School

Championship Game
SAT.
DEC. 12
8:30 p.m.
Mr. and Mrs. Michels, arm In arm, examine• long tabn of gifts
brought to them at
elusion of the Friday night testimonial banquet at Hickman.

)Adm. Adults
Stu.
STUDENT I.D. CARDS REQUIRED
/ BANDS, NOISE MAKERS, CONFETTI,
NOT ALLOWED

Trailblazers
Competition
Winners

Evansville, Ind. There was a
total of 19 riders in this class.
The winners in the 125CC
class were: First place Butch
Harrison, Hardin, Ky.; second
place, Bobby Cunningham, Dexter, Ky.;third place, Chip Moss,
Hopkinsville, Ky.; fourth place,
Carl Greenfield, Benton, Ky.;
fifth place, Bruce Elkins, Reidland, Ky. There was a total
of 15 riders competing in this
class.
The 175 CC class had the
largest number of competing
riders. Butch McElwain on a
175 CC Yamaha took the overall trophy. This is pretty much
a habit with Butch. Other winners in this class were: First
place, James Dotson, Paducah,
Ky.; second place, Bill Kelsey,
Nashville, Term.; third place,
Paul Garrison, Murray, Ky.;
fourth place, Kenney Thomas,
Murray, Ky.; fifth place, Bobby
Roberts, Spring Hill, Tenn,
There was a total of 23 riders
in this class.
The winners in the 250CC
class were: First place, John
Garrett, Richmond, Indiana.
John was also the recipient of
the trophy given to the rider
who traveled the fartherest distance. Second place winner was
Joe Hazel, Bowling Green, Ky.;
third place winner was James
Horton, Jr., Nashville, Tenn.;
fourth place winner was Billy
Wybark, Benton, Ky.; and fifth
place went to Johnny Wilson,
Martin, Term. There were 13
riders in the class.
In the open class there was
a total of 12 riders entering
the event, with the first place
trophy going to Ray Dey, Nashville, Tenn,; second place, Phil
Joiner, Paducah, Ky.; third
place, William Bennett, Franklin, Tenn.; fourth place, Larry
Cloud, Nashville, Term.; and
filth place winner was Aubrey
Summers of HopkinsvIlle, Ky.
The Trailblazers didn't get
to keep any of their trophies this
time, but there were several
club members who entered the
competition. In the 125CC class,
those who entered from the Fulton club were Eddie Malroy,
Ted Hall, Larry KImbel, and
Buddy Mosley. Tony Grubbs
was the only club member riding in the 175CC class. In the
250CC class, were Ronnie
Young and Gerald Powell. The
giving
club is considering
Gerald a hard luck trophy. Between fouled plugs and flat tires,
Gerald just doesn't seem to have
a chance, but he is given credit
for trying.
The Trailblazers wish to
express their appreciation for
all the support from everyone In
surrounding
the Ful,on and
areas. They are trying to make
motorcycling a goodclean sport
and one that everyone can enjoy.

The beautiful weather on Suna
day, November 29, was
welcome sight to the Trailblazers of Fulton. The drizzling rain on Saturday had
somewhat dampened the spirits
of the entire motorcycle club,
A part of the crowd of some ZOO friends, former pupils, school officials that came to pay tri- with our last race of the year
just around the corner. All our
bute to Rev. P. L. Nichols, to thank him, to wish him well and to bring him presents.
efforts had gone into making
our mob -cross a success,
and Sunday turned out to be a
State Revokes - — 16, 521 Blair Street, Clinton,
fine day with some 83 riders
Kentucky, for DWS (Convicted
(Continued from page 1)
entering the event and an estifor operating while uuder susmated 500 spectators.
pension. License
suspended
HICKMAN COUNTY
The winners in the 100 CC
Robert Eugene
Weather- until July 6, 1971.
class
were: First place, Bill
spoon, age 40, 506 Blair, Clic
Bogard, Murray, Ky.; second
ton, Kentucky, for DWS (Conplace Bobby Thomas, Cadiz,
victed for opereiing while under
suspension. License suspended
The new law to take effect Ky.; third place John E. Sims,
Until March 4, 1971.
Pledges for the Lions Club January 1, designed to correct Evansville, Ind.; fourth place
Donald Louis Courtney, age Telethon are still being ac- overassessment of agricultural Bob Miller, Nashville, Tenn.;
Jim
Browning,
27, Route 2, Fancy Farm, Ken- cepted, and if you would like land, will not give a tax break fifth place
tucky, for DWI. License sus- to donate write a check or bring to all farmers, State Revenue
Your donation to the Fulton Commissioner James Luckett
pended until May 8, 1971.
predicted.
Stanley Dean Thomas, age Chamber of Commerce.
Farmland located "in a general farming area" probably
will not be affected, Luckett
Rev. Bob Copeland filled his
said. Taxes may be lowered
for farms directly Affected by regular appointment at New Salem
urban or
Baptist Church the past
commercial influences, he told the Kentucky Sunday at 11 a.m. Sunday school
held at 10 a.m, increased in
Farm Bureau.
To qualify for agricultural attendance to 71. Bro.Raymond
Cherry
filled the pulpit on Sunvaluation, property generally
must be at least 10 acres, in day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Hawks
farming use for five years and
producing at least $1000 an- of Social Circle, Ga. arrived
Wednesday to spend Thanksnually for two years.
giving with parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Bynum, and Mr.
and Mrs. Glaston Hawks, and
other relatives. They left for
home Sunday morning after a
nice visit with homefolks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Rickman of Huntsville, Ala., spent
Thanksgiving holiday with parents, Mr.and Mrs.Robert Rickman, and grandparents, Mr.and
Mrs. Grover True. They left for
home Sunday afternoon.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter ison the
sick list and indisposed the past
few days. She is suffering from
a stomach disorder.
Phillip McGuire underwent
brain surgery at Baptist Hospital the past Friday and remains in serious condition. We
hope to have a better report
soon. Phillip resides in Mayfield, Ky., but was a former
resident of this area.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Vincent, Mayfield, Ky., and Mr.
and Mrs. Burnett Lintz had
Thanksgiving dinner Friday
night with Mr. and Mrs. Roy
Vincent,
Mrs. Curtis Doron had major
surgery In Memphis the past
week. Mrs. Doron was the Railpax - - —
(Continued from page 1)
former Lorine Farmer, and is
well known here. We send our yesterday is along the West
best wishes to this matron. She Coast, where there is no prois still in Intensive care, thus vision for service connecting
Seattle, Portland, San Franour concern.
Dave
Mathis remains a cisco, Los Angeles and San
patient in the Volunteer Hos- Diego.
Sen. Warren G. Magnuson,
pital under treatment the past
three weeks. At this writing he D-Wash., and chairman of the
commerce
Committee that
'sn't resting so well.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Cook helped to create the new rail
of Mayfield, Ky., celebrated corporation, said he is partictheir Golden Wedding Anniver- ularly disappointed that the
sary at their horns from 2 to route between Seattle and Port5 p.m., where many friends cal- land has been designated for
led with gifts, and good wishes high-speed corridor service.
!Example of flub dilemma
for them.
At a news conference yesBell Farmer of St. Louis,
Mo. spent Thanksgiving holi- terday afternoon, Volpe spoke
days here with his sister, of those coastal routes along
Mrs. Grover True and Mr. the_pecific as an example of
True. They had their Thanks- the dilemma that confronted
giving dinner
with Mr. and him repeatedly in building the
Mrs. Robert Rickman. Mr. and network.
The line between Seattle and
Mrs. Bobby Rickman, Huntsville, were also Oasts. Turkey Los Angeles represents, in
and all the trimmings were fact, a heavy traffic corridor,
served, Everyone had a fine day. he said. Yet demand for train
Mr. Farmer left Sunday for his service has declined, the par tially mountainous roadbed has
home in St. LOW!, Mo.

New Law Gives
A Tax Break
To Some Farms

You need afriend now.
They're allsofaraway.
Call,get tendercomfort
cause it been a long hard day.

Dia your lovin' phone calls when long distance rates are low...
tonight and all weekend long.

deteriorated, and the railroads
currently
servicing
those
routes (primarily the Southern
Pacific) are losing $3 million
a year on them.
"To have loaded that service
onto the network would have
prevented the corporation from
continuing on a break-even basis," Volpe said. "We're not
going to be able to go back to
Congress next year and say
We couldn't quite make it, we
need $50 million more,"
Other existing routes that
would no longer be served include those between New York
and Montreal, Boston and Albany, and the famed "Sunset"
route between New Orleans and
San Francisco.
The network that Volpe unveiled was understood to have
been trimmed last weekend by
the Office of Management and
Budget. It will now be circulated for comment by the railroads, the railroad unions, the
ICC and state regulatory bodies.
The Transportation Department is required to consider
outside suggestions
but not
necessarily to adopt them.
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winner at the Fulton Bank last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Carley Bell
Mrs. Aline Willlami
and Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
Perry have been vacationing in
Mr. and Mrs, Doug Miller, Fla., the last week,
We were so sorry to heat
of St. Louis, spent the weekend
with her brother and his wife, of the death of Jeff Grissom
three-year-old
Mr. and Mrs. N. C. Dalton. and his little
Saturday, when
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Hopkins granddaughter
hit
had family folk for Thanksgiving the car he was driving was
they
dinner. Those attending were by a train in McConnell, as
the
Mrs. Rubye Winslow, Miss were returning home from
be
Beulah Yates of Wingo, Mr. grocery there. They shall
knew them.
and Mrs. Gabel Yates, Mr. and missed by all who
to
goes
Mrs. Conrad Antosiak of De- Our deepest sympathy
troit, Mr. and Mrs. John P. all grieved by this tragedy and
Jones and Dona of Paducah, loss.
Several from this community
Neal Jones, Mrs. Ferrite l'ates,
Ural and Steve Cupples and Mr. attended church Sunday at Mathen}
Grove and enjoyed dinner
and Mrs. Everett Williams. All
enjoyed the day and bounteous and fellowship with them after
church,
dinner.
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terrell
The Antosialcs spent the holidays with Mr.and Mrs. Hopkins. had their children and nannies
home
for Thanksgiving dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Newman Croft
spent a few days in
Mem- Sunday and reported a good day.
phis, visiting her sister, Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Cannon
J. D. Davis, and husband the drove to Paris, Tenn., Saturday
to visit their son, George Canfirst of last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John P. Jones non and family and pet their
and Dana, of Paducah, spent grandson, Micheal Cannon, and
the weekend visiting relatives wife there from Charleston,
West Virginia. They reported
in Fulton.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Howard a good time.
were In Mississippi last week,
visiting with his mother and
other relatives.
We were sorry to hear of Mr.
and Mrs. Kieth Emily being in
the hospital last week. We do
wish a speedy recovery for the
FOR SALE: Three bedroom
Emilys.
Colonial style brick house with
Friday we had visiting us central beat. air conditioning,
for the day Mr. and Mrs. Con- city water, fully electric, two
rad Antosialc, Mr. and Mrs. baths, built-in oven, large famHorald Hopkins and Ricky, Mr.
ily room with fireplace. In
and Mrs. Ross Williams, Mrs.
Valley. Appointment
Water
Pernie Yates, and Neal Jones.
only. Call 472-1316 days, 355Steve Cupples, our grandson,
2285,
nights.
visited with us two nights last
week. He and his dad visited
his dad's parents in Henderson,
Tenn., Friday night.
Congratulations go to Mr.
and Mrs. Allen Parish, who have
a fine son, born Friday, named
David Edwin,
Mrs. Wilma Lewis, Mrs. Huth
Lewis and I were in Greenfield Saturday morning.
Congratulation to Mrs. Lucille Palmer on being a money
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Fulton Co. News, Thursday,
Salem, Illinois hospital over
to these families.
• GOOD SPRINGS P-5
Sympathy is extended to the the weekend. Mrs. Frankbonk
Westbroo
ell
Hillman
News
Mrs.
McConn
•
(nee Trilby
HEALTH
Guy Hester family of Martin in ner's condition
Good Springs were hosts to
e and
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell
University of Louisvillmedithe passing of their wife and Parrish), is unchanged.
and
members
school
Sunday
will
ers
Dukedom Homemak
Kentucky
Miss Nina Rose Moss visited
of
mother. Guy resided in this area
y
Universit
are
the in his younger years and has her sister, Mrs. Harold Pewitt have their Family Christmas friends for a Thanksgiving supat
committees
Evening services
at the cal-faculty
more
• • and family of near Fulton re- Supper December 5, at 7:00 per Wednesda*„. night,
train
Church of Christ congregation many friends here.
to
plans
studying
en37
people
Health
p.m. at the Civic Center, Ful- church. About
here have been changed from
Miss Polly Long has been cently. -doctors . . .
and ton. A pot-luck meal and ex- joyed a good supper and good family
Mrs. Christine Long
Sunday evening at 6:00 to 5:00. confined to her home for sevWilliam McCommissioner
p.
order
fellowshi
the
be
be
their
will
s
visited
will
change of gifts
services
Mid-week
Kentucky Tueral days with a bronchial con- Marie Wilhauch
Marley Watkins has returned Elwain told the
changed on Wednesday, Decem- dition. Get well wishes go out sister, Mrs. Annie V. Brundige of the evening.
Commission that the
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Kennedy, to the States from VietNam berculosis
ber 9th, from '7:30 to 6:30. to Polly for a rapid recovery. and family of near Martin last
Funeral services for Paul
short visit State has made great gains tovisitors of week.
Nashville visited his mother and plans to make a
Joint funeral services for Brother J. R. Stockard of MarLast weekend
Byrn were held Monday, Noand Loyd ward TB control but still has
Basil
uncles
his
to
Cole
Memphis
Mr.
of
Sunand
.
Greg Sallee
Mrs. Lewis Cole
Teresa Ferguson were: Misses
vember 30, at Wingo, with burial Jeff Grissom and his grand- tin is the local minister
Christmas much to do.
the
during
Watkins
and
Mrs.
Mr.
her,
Ruth
remain
night.
grandmot
his
ving
,
visited
services
Jennifer
Thanksgi
Columbia
Church,
daughter
day morning
LeAnne
In the Wing° Cemetery.
Belew, Veneida Moss and family over Mrs. 011ie Cole and children, holidays.
Marsha
Mr. Byrn, 65, died on Friday, Cochran, were held Monday unchanged with Sunday School Tennessee;
Malcolm Alford is still in
Nashville, visited his father
November 27, in a Somerset, afternoon, November 30, in services commencing at 1000 Greenfield; Cindy Steele, Mur- the Thanksgiving weekend.
m,
comMarks
Visitors in the home of Mr. Mr. Cole, and Mrs. Cole on Hillview Hospital recovering
Home and preaching services
Funeral
ray; and Snerry
Hornbeak
Ky., hospital.
from the burns received about
Manchester, Tennessee, all and Mrs. Tom Coates Thanks- Saturday.
He was a native of Wing°, Chapel. Rev. L. W. Carlin, mencing at 11:00.
was students from Freed-liardeman giving were: Mr. and Mrs. WalMr. and Mrs. Frank Laird two weeks ago.
area
entire
This
son of Mr. and Mrs. Beadles Rev. Gerald Stow, Bro. Wayne
Mrs. Durell McCall is sick
ter McAlister and children of Hammond, Ind. and Mr. and
Byrn of Water Valley, and was Owen and Bro. Don Kester of- shocked, stunned and deeply College, Henderson, Tenn,
in the tragedy that
Miss Carol :2ciates spent the Caruthersville, Missouri; Mr. Mrs. Ted Kuschel and daughter at her home, unable to attend
a resident of London, Ky., at ficiated and burial was in New grieved
Isbell and were guests of Mrs. Sarah Bell church Sunday. and very much
claimed the lives of Mr. Jeff veekend whit her parents Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Hope Cemetery.
the time of his death.
See us for - - Mr. Grissom, 66, and Jen- Grissom and his beloved grand- and Mrs. Tom Coates. Carol children of Fulton; Carol Coates French and other relatives dur- missed.
Surviving are his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Shelton
and ing the past week.
Ida wife, two sons, Timothy nifer, 3, were fatally injured daughter, Jennifer ituthCoth- is attending Freed-Hardeman of Henderson, Tennessee,
spent
.
of
Memphis
and
children
House.
Mr. and Mrs. Bonnie
Jerry Coates and David Adams
one when the car in whichthey were ran, Saturday morning. The car College, Henderson, Tenn.
Your insurance
and Tommy Byrn, and
Michigan are visiting with Mr. Thanksgiving with parents Mr.
grandchild. Mrs. H. L. Bus- riding was struck by an Il- in which they were traveling
Mrs. Clara Blackwell and of Sedrick. Maryland.
Bailey.
Garret
Mrs.
and
Miss
and
Roberts.
dinner
T.
Caldwell
train,
CenL.
r
William
Mrs.
and
Mrs.
and
were
Illinois
Passenge
an
by
Campbell
linois Central
was struck
hart, Mrs. J. E.
Mrs. Ella Mizzen
Rev. Oren Stover and several
l.
oi
The Fellowship Class
Wilburn Holloway, of Fulton, City of Miami, at the McCon- tral south bound train and they guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. Nina Rose Moss of McConnel
members of the Good Springs
Mrs. Wayne Kilgore, Mrs. Boss
nell, Tenn., crossing on Satur- were both killed instantly. They Jordan Ferguson.
are cousins.
Mrs. Bertis congregation went to Weakley
Fulton 472-1341
day, November 28.
leave a host (if friends that
Mr. and Mrs. Thad Parrish Parham, Mrs. Hartwell Wilson, spent Tuesday with
with visited his sister, Mrs. Cody and Mrs. Lena Drumm and Levister of Martin and helped Counts Nursing home Sunday
Mr. Grissom was the son of share this double loss
service.
afternoon for a worship
families. Our Fankbonner, hospitalized in a daughter, Debbie. all of Martin her observe her birthcia.a.
the late Savannah Jones and the bereaved
Robert A. Grissom and was deepest sympathy is extended
of the
a well-known farmer
community. He
John F. Morgan died Wednes- Chestnut Glade
Hope
New
the
of
a
member
day, November 25, in Columbus, was
Methodist Church. Jennifer was
Ohio.
of Mrs. Ada Ruth
Funeral services were held the daughter
Gary
Cochran and
Sunday, November 29, in Bar- Grissom
rett Funeral Home at Hick- Cochran.
Surviving Mr. Grissom are
11111ln with burial in the Brownshis wife, Elah King Grissom of
ville Cemetery.
Fulton; one son, Wayne
Mr. Morgan, 73, was a res- Route 5,
one
Fulton;
of
Grissom
ident of Hickman.
, Mrs. Ada Ruth CochSurviving are his wife, Mrs. daughter
of Route 5, Fulton; four
Leona Morgan and six sons, ran
, Dewey Grissom of
Lonnie and Murray of Hick- brothers
3, Martin, Theodore
Route
John
Louis,
St.
of
Claud
man,
(Dick) Grissom of Route 5, Fulof New Palestine, Ind., George
ton, Tillet (Rye) Grissom of
of Shelbyville, Ind., and James
Ill., and Herman Grisof Blytheville, Ark.;four daugh- Tamms,
som of Route 2, Fulton; one
ters, Mrs. Louise Jones of
Mrs. sister, Mrs. Lottle Hendrix of
Hickman,
1,
Route
3, Fulton.
Virginia Palaima of Columbus, Route
of
Ohio, Mrs. Mary Staley
and Mrs.
Shelbyville, Ind.,
of Peru, Ind.;
Eunice Ray
one brother, Aisle Clark of
Funeral services for Mrs.
Newbern, Tenn., thirty-one Lois Ann Brown were held
ght
thirty-ei
28, in
grandchildren and
Saturday, November
Home
great grandchildren.
Funeral
Hornbeak
chapel, with Rev. William G.
First
the
of
Adams, pastor
United Methodist Church, officiating. Burial was in GreenLoyd Lane of Woodland Mills lea Cemetery.
Mrs. Brown, 58, died in St.
in
died early November 27
in Akron.She
the Obion County Hospital in Thomas Hospital
in Rock Mart, Ga.,
Union City, following a long was born
of
and had been a resident
illness.
ve years.
Funeral services were held Akron for twenty-fi
husband,
her
Surviving are
Sunday, November 29, in the
two sons, David
White-Ranson Funeral Home at Sam Brown,
Donald Brown of Akron,
Mt.
and
in
burial
Union City, with
, Ralph HutcherZion Cemetery in Obion County. three brothers
Okla., James
Mr. Lane, 68, was a retired son of Miami,
Woodbury, Ga.,
on
of
American Hutchers
employee of the
Hugh Hutcherson of Akron, two
Metals of Union City.
Mrs. Velma Wingard
He was a brother-in-law of sisters,
Mary Hutcherson of
J. E. McCollum of Fulton and and Miss
Rock Mart, Ga.
of Mrs. Odin Fowler.
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• Chestnut' Glade
By Mrs. Harvey Vaughan

Mr. and Mrs. Hezzie Brann
The Thanksgiving holidays
of Louisville, Ky. were week- were enjoyed by several family
Mr.
parents
his
of
visitors
end
dinners in different homes.The
Brann, in John Colley family met in the
and Mrs. Carl
Latham.
home of their daughter Carolyn
Mrs. Micky and Eddie Grogan in Nashand
Mr.
Ruth
Georgia
(nee
r
Deghelde
ville for the family dinner.They
Teague) of Kansas City, Mo., were joined there by their
visited her uncles Chess and daughter Jerylin and family
Orven Morrison on Thanks- from Morehead, Ky., and their
giving Day.
son Charles and family from
to
Sympathy is extended
Jackson, Tenn. The Wades althe family of Jeff Grissom and so spent the weekend with his
three-year-old grandc hild Jen- parents and the Colleys. The
(ter Cochran, who were killed Vaughan family had dinner with
instantly Saturday morning, by their sister Hontas and John
a train in McConnell, Tenn. Verhines. These enjoying this
Funeral services were con- occasion were Mr. and Mrs.
ducted at Hornbeak Funeral Earl Gossum from Calvert City,
Home on Monday with burial Ky., Mrs. Eva Brann and Mrs.
In New Hope Cemetery near Opal Pounds from Memphis,
Ruthville. Rev. Carlin, Rev. Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Wright
Stow and Rev. Owen officiated, and Mr. and Mrs. H. B Wright
Survivors include his wife, Ela from Martin and Mr. and Mrs.
King Grissom, a son, Wayne, Harvey Vaughan. Several memdaughter, Ada Ruth bers of the Copeland family
a
and
Cochran.
enjoyed the day at the home
Late reports from Mr. and of Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland
that
Mrs. Everett Shanklin
and Gary. Mr. and Mrs.Guayon
he is better and is recuperating Brundige from Stanford, Ky.,
at his son's home, Dan, but visited Mr. and Mrs. Irvin
Mrs. Shanklin remains in the Brundige during the weekend.
Baptist Hospital in Memphis.
Morrison remains
Chess
The community was shocked
about the same. His visitors and saddened Saturday at the
this week were. Robert Reed, tragedy that took the lives of
Jack Pogue, Rober and Randy, Jeff Grissom and his grandMr. Sisson and son, Mr. and daughter little Jennifer CochMrs. Micky Deghelder, Mr.and rin when the car that they were
Mrs. Tommie Wood Rough, in was struck by a train at
McConnell crossing.
Mrs. Madge Cummings, Mr. the
Sympathy is extended to the
and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.
in their loss.
More than 70 tree species are family,
Mee. Elnoer Vaughan has renative to Kentucky; some 60 turned to her home after spendof these have commercial value. ing the past week with her niece
Mrs. Dorothy Weatherford and
family in Paris.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Copeland, Jr. have returned to their
home in Memphis after spend140 Broadway, South Fulton ing the holiday with Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Copeland and Gary
Phone 471-1044
and other relatives.
Linoleum
—Armstrong Inlaid
Late word from Arnie Cashon
who is a patient at the Nuatilaus
—Vinyl and Tile
Hospital in Waverly, Tenn., is
—Downs and McGill* Carpeting that his condition is very
—Upholsforing, Modern and critical.
Congratulations to Mr. and
Antique .
Mrs. Allen Parrish an the ar—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
rival of a son last Friday.
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SOUTH FULTON UNITED METHODIST CHURCH

Rev. W. A. Smalling

s the
The church building which is pictured above represent
Fulton United
fulfillment of a long-awaited dream. The South
to share with
Methodist Church would like to take this opportunity
you the history. of this dream.
.to
a group of courageous persons met
In the months of 1965
of a new United Methodist
potential
and
y
possibilit
consider the
Fulton, Tennessee. On January 16,
Church to he located in South
first met for worship in a building
1966 our Christian community
to the South Fulton Cleaners. On
on Broadway Street adjacent
even persons presented themselves
that January morning twenty-s
Church of Jesus Christ manifestfor charter membership, and the
ed itself in a new form!
g our congregation grew to its
From this inspiring beginnin
twenty-eight members. For over
present size of one hundred and
Church have attended Sunday
three years the members of our
Broadway Street address.
school and worship services at their
lly the old pews had to be
Sometimes the roof leaked, occasiona
floor was noisy - but the
flailed back together, and the concrete
never died.
dream of constructing a new church 'building
Was determined, and three
building
new
the
of
site
the
1917
In
at 205 Orchard Drive. And
and one half acres of land were bought
Fulton United Methodist
finally, on February 9, 1969 the South
the Orchard Drive site.
Church held a ground-breaking service at
1969 the first services of
Time passed quickly, and on August 31,
of a courageworship were held in the new sanctuary. The dream
ous group of Christians had become a reality.
-City area
Twin
the
of
persons
At a recent open house many
al -building. In the future we
saw our new sanctuary and education
new facility and share the
hope that other persons will visit our
fellowship of this Christian community.

a. m., and worship
On Sunday, church school is held at 10:00
groups meet at 5:30
begins at 1100 a. m. and 6:30 p. m. Youth
study is held at
p. m. on Sunday evening. On Wednesday, Bible
7:00p.m.
very proud of their new
The members of this Church are
regardless of the joy and
sanctuary and educational building. But
structure which has been
pleasure which it brings to our lives, this
confused with the
erected at 205 Orchard Drive should not be
"Church."
and not the building. The buildFor the Church is the people,
the Church (the people) in
ing is only the facility which assists
church building is the place
fulfilling the mission of love. The
mpowered for service in
where Christian people gather to be re-e
merely to those
the world. And if it Church limits its influence
surely such a
activities which take place within its own walls,
Church has missed the calling of its Founder.
Church is an enthusiastic
The South Fulton United Methodist
which gathers for Christian
and growing community of Christians
But it is our prayer that
study and worship at 205 Orchard Drive.
ion of its own
this Church does not exist merely for the preservat
Church also
agenda of study and worship, for the mission of the
includes a program of outreach. Wherever men cry out for mental
or physical freedom, wherever there is hunger and despair, where.
ever life offers no meaning, wherever tears go unnoticed, whereever hate, unconcern and apathy reigns - in all of these places and
in a thousand more, the Church must minister.
t Church
It is the prayer of the South Fulton United Methodis
given
that we, along with the other Churches in the community, be
the inspiration and courage to fulfill the high and holy ministry
which Christ has entrusted to His Church.

Photo - Courtesy of G•rdner's Studio
way to thank them is to patronize them.
nicest
The
.
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ted
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This feature is sponsored by the following public

S. P. MOORE & CO

GreenfieldIn Monument Works
— Operettas U Years —
• Large Display •
• Well Lighted At Night •
• Open Sunday Afternoons •

GreenReisi

W. D. Powers

rheas 123-2203

Pullen
Paseo 472-16511
Oreadiela, Tam

asSaalosat
,t1

Liberty Super Market
South Fulton, Tennessee

Hickman-Fulton R. E. C. C.
"Live Better Electrically"

Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station

E. W. James and Sons

Tires, Batteries, Accessories
472-9064
Kentucky Ave. at Reed

SUPERMARKETS
Union City
South Fulton
Hickman

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
472-1471
Kentucky Ave. Fulton

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
236-2655

Hickman, Ky.

Fulton Electric System
Fulton, Kentucky
472-1362

305 Main Street

Compliments of
Fulton Bank
THE FRIENDLY BANK

`MP

Hornbeak Funeral Home

Turner's Pure Milk Ce.

302 Carr Street

At the Store—or at your door
472-3311
Fulton, Ky.

Fulton, Ky.

J. B. MANES SONS

^,

472-1412

Hoary I. Siegel Company. Inn.
Fulton and South Fulton
a Good place to work

Henry Edwards Trucking Co.
MCM1492
143-7771
Clinton, Ky.
a

SAD P0
grieves, thu chi

HOSPITAL NEWS
The following were patients
in Fulton's Hospitals the week
of December 2nd.
HILLVIEW
Malcolm Alford, Dukedom;
George
Brann, Mayfield;
Francis
Mangrum,
Wingo;
Sherry
Barber,
Lynnville;
Charlie Winsett, Irene Forrester, Fulton; Tommy Lawson, Mary Wade, Laura Morris,
Larry Pruitt, Betty Matthews,
Linda Jackson, Ercelle Grissom, Mike Cherry, South Fulton.
FULTON
Larry Crockett, Otis LeCornu, Sue Doran, Dukedom,
John Paul Byrd, Arthur TarVer,
Wry, CrutchMrs. Artie
field; Maud Hutchinson, BuWalker, Clinton; Ela
ford
Frields, Martin;
Charolette
Margaret Sullins,
Stephens,
Beadle Byrn, Harold Curtis,
Harold Bennett, Water Valley;
Mark Potts, Dresden, Annie
Hale, Hickman, Hera Pillow,
Wingo;
Alice Sills, Bill Hogg, Nellie White, Ella Belle Gwynn,
Alta Lee Perry, Mrs. Donna
Parrish and baby, Nettie Miller,
Joyce Cruce, Alice Hicks, Tom
Cursey, Etha Jones, Arthur
Gwynn, Mrs. Hannah Tompkins, Betty Simpson, Gladys
Allen, Jessie Simpson, Brenda
Overby, Gladys Hyland, Archie
Martin, Mary Nowlin, Lena
Kash, Lois
Haws, Fulton,
Gardiner
Whitlock,
Lonzo
Moore, Wayne Blanton, Novella
Watson, Mae Murphy, Clella
Fields, John E. Bard, South
Fulton.

DISMISSED
THE FULTON FIRE DEPARTMENT IN November 1919 posed for this picture with their new
American LaFrance truck . . . the first motorized fire truck that
the city owned. Personnel above include (born left): Chief Lee Roberts, standing in
front; Chester Murrel, seated at steering wheel; Bob
Cowardin, seated beside the driver; Clifford ("Chippie") Morris, standing on ground with one
toot on the running board; Walter Shupe, standing in rear, next to lantern. Man
standing in rear of truck with hand on hose real is not definitely identified, but believed to be
Nix Albritton. (Photo courtesy Bob Craven),

Mrs. Everett
and
Mr.
Shanklin have been dismissed
Hospital in
Baptist
from the
Memphis and are now at the
home of their son, Joe Shanklin in Columbia, Tenn.
ATTENDED FUNERAL
Mr. and Mrs. Irby Hammond,
Mrs. Margarett Sloan, Mrs.
Ray Cruce of Cayce, Mr. and

Mrs. Morris Hammond, and
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Goodwin of
Union City, attended the funeral of their cousin, Mrs. L.
L. Hogan of Paragould, Ark.,
Thanksgiving day.

The oak tree is struck by lightening more often than any other
tree. The wood of the oak allows easier passage for the electricity.
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that the vitality of a community depends upon the concern of its inhabitants.
The format of the meeting was to diecuss the good and the bad aspects of our
town. There are free and open dialogue
about what changes need to be made to put
the two Fultons on a competitive basis with
this fast moving economy, and particularly
what we must do to grow and to.prosper,
and to keep our home-folks shoping with our
local merchants.
As I sat there listening to the need tor
more parking in our down-town area, about
how local merchants MUST stock their
stores with merchandise to compete with
our neighboring cities, about the outlook for
a beautification program, I couldn't help but
realize that the people who REALLY needed
to be there, the actual offenders of this economic philosophy, were not there.
The non-advertisers, the non-promoters,
the folks who are making lots of money in
their businesses and professions and who
couldn't care less about growth and development were really conspicuous by their absence.
It always burns me up to hear people
gripe about Fulton, who condemn it for
never doing anything, who cuss and fume
because they are not included in the mainstream of policy-making.
Well, let me tell you something. I have
come to realize that the people who gripe
the most about any community are the very
ones who contribute not one iota to its progress. Wouldn't it be nice to tell them on
ever: turn ... love your community, or leave
it.
don't think it would be that nice, because I'm saying this very thing right now..
And to make the statement more emphatic,
I add, "put up, or shut up," because somebody else is taking your place and doing
your job for you.

oh why, did
She hates t
the truth: He
much gin with
mouth. —

Make Your Gifts Really Perusal
— By —
Raving Them Monogrammed By Jam
JANE WOOLF
Magnolia Drive, Deepwood, Fulton
Phone 472-1832

Alex
MAR
OFFICE:
PHONE:

THE FULTON FIRE DEPARTMENT IN November 1970: same fire house, but now 18 strong, with modern
equipment and communications. The above group
Includes: Front Row,(from left): Dennis Williams, Chief Billy Meacham, Captain Wallace Brockwell. Standing,
(from left): Jimmy Yates, Barney Russell,
Chuck Pitman, J. P. Wade, Kenneth Crawford, Lt. Carmi Page, Donald Weldon, Captain Bill Parker, Lt. Bob Craven,
Billy Westmoreland, Vyron Mitchell, Jr.,
Bobby Buckingham, Captain Billy Hagan, GiPAO Roberts. — The men are standing in front of the big 1966 International
truck (left) and the older 1951 Chevrolet
truck at extreme right.
WOMANLESS WEDDING

SPECIAL--Used Furniture
— Four Bedroom Suites
— Three Hide-A-Beds

The South Fulton PTA Womanless Wedding will be Monday December 7, at 7:30 p.m.
in the High School Gym.
All proceeds will be used to
improve the PA System in the
gym.
Admission is $1.00 for adults
and 50C for students.

Some 231 million tons of'food
nd allied products were shipped
in 1967, 50.6 per cent by truck.
.of Florida.

SUNSET DIUTE-111

— Good Selection Of 2-Pitce
Living Room Suites

BetWomo Marlin A Union Clly
FRI. - SAT. DEC. 4 - 5

— Two Oak Rockers

DOUBLE FEATURE

— Used Refrigerators, Stoves,
Automatic Washers, Automatic
Dryers.
— Also A Lot Of NEW Furniture.
—COME AND VISIT—

STARTS AT 7:00

Vampire LOven
— AND —
Bora Bars
SUN. - MON. - DEC. & - 7
DOUBLE FEATURE
STARTS AT 7:00

EXCHANGE
FURNITURE COMPANY
107 Commercial

472-1533

NOTEBOOK—
(Continued from page 1)
Your letter came as I was leaving the house
and it has been with me in Holland, France
and England.
When you have a minute, tell me about
the next Banana Festival.
I was talking to some of your favorite
State Department pals the other night and
the Chilean business is rather ominous. I
wish we had a more instructed public for
Latin America. We just get concerned when
it is too late, with the exception of the Westphelings. The present assistant secretary for
Latin America is very bright, Charles Myer.
Also, Henry Catto is ambassador for the
OAS. If you want to speak to them about
the
Festival let me know.

Week-End With A
Baby Sitter
— AND —
Prudence And The Pill
Closed
TUES. - WED. - THURS.

Ever your devoted friend,
/s/ Lorraine
(Mrs. John Sherman Cooper)
•••••••..

Chamber Of Commerce Meeting
I attended the quarterly meeting of the
Fulton-South Fulton Chamber of Commerce
meeting Monday night since Paul was too
swamped here at the office to attend.
I'm real happy that he asked me to
"cover" it for him because it was the type of
meeting that makes us realize there are people in these twin cities who really care what
happens to our community.
People who attended the meeting, were
busy people. They were people who realize

Double your viewing pleasure
this Holiday Season with more
Channels. Improved reception
at a special low price!

Small
Christmas Package
For A Big Year's
Entertiiiimeall

Offer
Expires
12-24-70

DIAL 472-1424
TWIN CITIES

CABLE TV
206 Main St.
•
Fukton.. Hy. — So. Fulton, Team

)ec. 3, 1970
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SAD POME: The widow
grieves,the children cry,"Why,
oh why, did Daddy die?"
She hates to let them know
the truth: He drove after too
much gin with a touch of vermouth.- Brent Stark.

INTERVAL: Do yourself a
favor and perhaps prevent a
crash.. . keep an INTERVAL
on the highway. The Allstate
Motor Club says following too
closely causes up to 30 per cent
of freeway crackups!

TIIE NEWS
Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1970

FULTON. KENTUCKY
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WITH A GIFT BY

VAN HEUSEN.

romoters,
money in
and who
developtheir ab-

....

PURELY PERSONAL:
Medical costs are rising, auto
repairs are rising, and so auto
insurance has had to rise, too...
the insurers would be happier
than anybody if hospital and
doctor bills suddenly came
down, and if Detroit began
making cars that could be repaired at reasonable expense ...
ADVICE DEPT: If you are
driven to drink, be sure to be
driven home.-Ham C. Bauer.

A TRULY EXCITING
GIFT

fifyiNleab'Sovi
ESTABLISHED 1B63

-.
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m it for
and fume
the main-

Fulton, Kentucky

Make Your Plana Now To Attend
MRS.M. N.PARKER
-FURNITURE-

lg. I have
rho gripe
the very
,o its prothem on
r, or leave

Wyler

, nice, be.
ight now..
emphatic,
Ise some.
ad doing

SALE will be hold on the farm located Vs mile south of
Archie's Livestock Barn on Hwy. Si between Union City,
Tennessee and Fulton, Kentucky.

ersonal

SATURDAY, DEC. 5, 10:00 A. M.,1970
Have Sold My Farm - Must Give Possession

By Jane.

FURNITURE
Kenmore Coppertone Stove, Philco Refrigerator, Marble Top
Coffee Table, Library Table, Couch, T. V., Rayo Lamp,
Aladan Lamp, 2 Bedroom Suitee„ Sewing Machine, Baby
Bed and Mattress, High Chair, Sidle Saddle, Pie Safe, Box

Fulton

incatlex
To make someone's eyes light
up with joy-give a Wyler Incaflex. Beautiful, yes. But lasting
dependability too. Because
Wyler-and only Wyler -has the
Incaflex balance wheel, guaranteed against shock for the life
of the watch . replaced tree if
broken ever. lust the styles you
want,at just the price you want
to pay.
,, band
,
ledoes•- I On Ka, swain,
Mute en yen.100 00
WA's-Stemless stew caterproot $00 00
eta. sett-wend, 50000

clothing.

Vernon Presley bought the
Gleason Family 1966
station wagon for the Whitlows so they could travel to
Gets Help From Gleason to visit their other children.
Handing him the title to the
Elvis' Parents vehicle,
Presley said, "Here,
Mr. Whitlow, good luck."
MEMPHIS, Tenn.
Elvis Presley's father and
stepmother have helped ease
the burdens of a Gleasot,
Tenn., couple, beset by grief.
For seven weeks, Mr. and
Mrs. Calvin WhltioN have kept
a day-and-night vigil at a MemPhis hospital where their 16year-old son, David, is ill with
a brain tumor.
Monday, their home burned
down, destroying their furniture, clothing and food.
Friday, Mr. and Mrs. Vernon
Presley handed the %%Mown
the keys to a station wagon
Crammed with food and clothing for them and six other chilidren.
Mrs. Presley learned of the
Whitlows and their Ill son
through a newspaper story and
she visited them in the hcopitaL
"They told me then that their
house burned down. I told Vernon and he ordered a turkey
for the family for Thanksglv.
Mg."
Mrs. Presley also asked
members of her church to help
and they collected the food and

CHILD'S
FOLDING TABLE
and CHAIR SET

-MISC.-

if

Teals, Triable;ltunitheiWi %Sian, Many Other Item*
Too Numerous To Mention.
- FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT-

MRS. M.N. PARKER, OWNER or

Alexander Auction & Really Sales
MARVIN E. ALEXANDER, AUCTIONEER
OFFICE: First Federal Building, Martin, Tommie's
PHONE: Office 587-4772- Night: 51174568
Tennessee License No. Si

You are
Cordially
Invited
to see the
town's most
Complete
DIAMOND
display

BUTTER-BALL SOFT

in oh, so soft,
feminine colors, this machine washable JIFFIE style oi
Ly-oxuLr feet
k
s-m.
deaanedoul, will
nsiw
any weather. In
fireside cosy

)

Also:
Vinyl Brocade in Gold and Silver, $3.50

10 x 50 Binoculars
w/ case and strap

ANDREWS
JEWELRY STORE

$29.95
Black, Lined, Zippered

White, Pink
Red. Blue
Yellow

$3.50

$12.95 set

Commercial Ave.

$12.95

CID
ANDREWS

Railroad Salvage
Company

JEWELRY STORE

Lake St. - Fulton, K.

220 Lake Street

Fulton
abbb

ig
GOODyeYEARSERVICE
STORES

•

•

AUCTION SALE

SATURDAY, DEC. 5, 1970, 10:00 A.M.

Auctioneers - Pho. Office 472-1371 Night 901422-3833 or
472-2884 - Dukedom, Tenn - Licensed-Bonded in Ky. and
Tennessee. No. 6.

Fulton

Open Fri. - Sat. Nights Till 8:00

..••••••••••••••• •
•
•
•

Col. Rubert Ainley invites You and Your Friends to Another

Mrs. Ploy Hill, Estate - Wingo, Kentucky
(City) (Next to Methodist Church)
HOUSEHOLD TIT.MS
Mr. Neville B. Mays, Executor
Wingo, Ky. 376-2201
Col. Rubert Ainley & CoL Mack Curtsiager

A

Bay Family Shoe Store

Motorcycle Jackets

OMY +Wan with flexible
balance wheel guaranteed rot
nre against damage from shock

•

•

Twist of
fashion
elegance.
Fine diamond

,
44t,

Springs and mattress.

n Single Shot Rifle, Ladders, Bricks, Some Shop Toots, Hand

COLLECTIVE NOUNS:
Here are some newly made up
collectibles-A rebuff of receptionists, a toque of fashion
editors, a flash of photographers, a meander of messengers and a jitter of jobhunters.--Jud) Blumenthal.

•

V TIRES
-V BATTERIES
V BRAKES
V MUFFLERS
V SHOCKS
V ENGINE
TUNE-UP
A/ LUSE
V ALIGNMENT
-V OIL
CHANGE

STOP FOR
AUTO
SERVICE
eace

SUBURBANITE POLYGLAS TIRES

,44,
)

2nd tire 1/2 price
W11,, um,

boy first tire at

gm,

RN NOW-SAVE $16 TO 036 ON
SECOND TIRE-NO TRADE NEEDED
Ora
Dims,

Iseirris
Sirs

700o13
1711-14

CITY NATIONAL BANK

POLYGIAS

Offers Extra Banking Hours

SNOW

Hurry, offer ends Sat. night

TIRES

4

For the convenience of our customers and in coopera-

G78-14

6.95,14

D78-14
E78-14
F78-15

7.35.14
7.75115

F78.14
F78-15

7.75114
7.75,15

G78.14
G78-15

8.25,14
8.25x15

H78-14
H78.15

8.55x14
8.55,15

178.14
178-15

8.85,14
8.85.15

178-15

9.15.15

9.00.15

tion with the Retail Merchants-Of the Twin Cities during

tall
Package
Is Year's
Red

leper
hes

Wawa
En

White
Black
2 White
Black
2 White
White
Black
2 White
Black
2 White
White
Black
2 White
White
Black
2 White
White
Black
2 White
White
Black
White
Black
2 White
White
Black
Dual White
White
Black

$39.55
$34.45

*19.77
$17-22

$42.95
$311.90
;34.55
$43.55
$33.15
$44.95
$41.30
$35.55
$47.40
843.75
$37.95

121.47
19.110
17.27
$21.97
$17.57
$22.42
$20.68
$17.97
3.70
11147
19.97
5.97
20
23.92
.115
$28.47
*29.27
$22.85
5211.80
$25.87
.47
30.15
.51

$41.70
158.95
$52.55
945.70
$59.60
$51.75
$116.95
$61.70
$53.70
$73.50
890.50
552.55

1

;110
;1.1111

os
11

111
15
.
N.12
*2.12
.43
11.43
35
2.55
12
211
.11
.67
.77
E.77

10111
2

2.23
2

.2/1
.32
2
1112

Igt

Tires lost lied free. Tubeless ti a valves
avail. la it small extra charge.

the Christmas shopping season, the City National Bank
will be open for business from 4 p. m. to 6 p. m. each

Elkin!!

t•rjallirir try., y(1.10,, IOW price

4

Friday, beginning November 27 and extending through

GOODYEAR-THE ONLY MAKER OF POLYOLASs TIRES

WAYS TO
1.
PAY AT
GOODYEAR

3

December 18. Our other banking hours will remain the

2.

USE OUR RAIN CHECK PROGRAM
Because of an exported heavy demand for Goodyear tires, we may run out of some sizes during
this offer, but we will be happy to order your size
tire at the advertised price and issue you a rain
Check for future delivery of the merchandise.

master charge

3.

HA,a...,

same.
We urge you to do your Christmas shopping in the

I

Twin Cities of Fulton and South Fulton and do your banking with City National Bank, your Full Service Bank.
•

•

E STORES
GOODYEAR
SERVIC
USE OUR
EASYPAYPLANI
100 WEST STATE LINE

FULTON, KENTUCKY
PHONE 472-1000
ORE HOURS: 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM Monday thru FridayfROO AM to 5:00 PM on

Tires aid batteries priced csopetiterely at the tellevriet Dealer:
CHARLES ROBERT BENNETT COBITEAR 4th & Rept Fulton, Ky.

1

GENE GEMS: 1 souped up
my car, but the noodles clogged
. postage rates
the-. radiator
arc high, but you still can stamp
for
nothing.- Gene
your feet

,:asiorowski.

SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Drug
"arA sow

n.

AR11111
EXTRA - DRY
14-oz. Aerosol
Reg. $2.49

$1.49
KODAK CX126-12

COLOR FILM
R•11. PAO

Now 99c
ALKA SELTZER
36's, Foil Wrapped
Rig. $1.09

87c
BAN
Roll.On
Reg. $1.09

77c
SYLVANIA

FLASH CUBES
Rio. $1.80
99c
V

_

,

POLAROID
Typo 108 Color Film

Reg. $5.39

-

$3.99
EXCEDRIN

.

Tablets (100's)
Reg. $1.63

$1.19
-

ItraS N"

n.

EVANS DRUG CO.
Lake St.

Fulton

Hall-Moody Building
At UTM Is Destroyed
The once fine Hall-Moody
College administration building,
which was seated on the UTM
campus thlik Yea+ after '70 years
of service, was gutted by an early
Thursday morning fire which
brought both Martin and Union
City firemen scrambling to the
scene.
The cause of the blaze was
still being Investigated.
According to Martin Fire
chief Buster Williams, the security force on the UTM campus
discovered the fire In the stairwell shortly before 1:40 Thursday morning.
He said, however, that when
the two Martin pumpers arrived
on the scene the two-story brick
structure was 60 per cent involved in flames.
The structure built in 1900,
was first used as the Hall-Moody
College administration building.
More recently, however, ithad
been used by the UTM Music and
Drama Departments.
This fall the Music and
Drama Departments were moved
into the new Fine Arts Building
and the Hall-Moody structure was
emptied and offered for sale. It
was the hope or the university
that someone would remove the
16,349 square-foot structure for
the materials. It is estimated
that 900,000 hand made brick
were used in its construction.
According to Chief Williams,
a 15-mile southern breeze fanned
the flames and spread sparks
over the campus, starting many
grass fires.
He said students who live in
small wooden houses near the
football field were awakened to
help fight grass tires threatening
their area.
..We had grass fires a hairmile away and one tree even
caught fire. I tell you, it looked
like this entire end of town was
gob* for a while," Chief Williams said.
In response to the Martin call
for assistance, Union City sent
one pumper and the aerial ladder
truck. These trucks returned at
3:57 while the Martin vehicles
stayed on the scene until 5:30.
In addition to battling the nu.
merous grass fires, the fire
fighters concentrated on protecting Browning Hall, which stands
only 25 feet to the west, and Reed
Hall, which is '75 feet to the east
Ind is connected by a wooden
walkway.
There was no damage to either of these structures.
The proud old Hall-moody administration building, along with
two dormitories, a frame book
store MA a dlninchall were sold
to Martin and weakley County
back in the 1920s. A short time
later Weakley County political
leaders persuaded
the State

Fulton, Ky.

Robertson Wins
Scholarship At
Fulton High
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ONE QUART LIQUID

RickFULTON, Ky.,
Legislature to take over the ey Robertson, a Fulton High
buildings and grounds and have
Mrs. James
the institution operated under the senior and son of
University of Tennessee System. Robertson, is the 1970 recipient
For years the Institution was of the $100 scholarship given anknown as the University of Ten- nually by the Fulton High classnessee Junior College (UTJC), a es of 1940-41-42.
rame it held until it became a
The scholarship was presentfour-year institution.
ed by Billy Milner.
Robertson, who ranks 14th in
his class with a standing of 1.96
was a member of the varsity
football and basketball teams,
-A 50FULTON, Ky.,
and was a member of the Fulton
year membership phi was prefor two years.
sented to Mrs. Ernest Jenkins High Band
selected as "Mr. Fulat the annual Thanksgiving He was
student
meeting and party held by Ful- ton High School" by the
ton City Chapter No. 41 of the body this fall.
The 1940-41-42 classes have
Order of the Eastern Star.
A turkey dinner was served. presented the scholarship for the
The Christmas party will take past five years to a deserving
senior.
place Dec. 18.
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BE REFRESHED WITH
OUR PRODUCTS

We

A lot of performance at an
economy price! Full 4-ply construction with super-strong nylon
cord body. 18/32 non-skid tread
with over 6.000 biting edges.
Smooth and quiet on wet or dry
road. Available with metal safety
studs where permitted.

wish you another happy holiday season and express

our appreciation to the good people of the Ken-Tengi
•
•V
!area for their loyalty in using our products. All of our • a •
ZdIRIOI
CI
M
Zuc..cfett
'employees strive to bring you the very best dairy l'earnalat
AND VANILLIN, AN ARTIFICIAL FLAVOR
ARTIFICIAL COLOR ARDO.

!products that money can buy. Reach for TUB
;PURE MILK Products at your grocer's during

th

Coronet J

TOW

BI

acoming holidays.

FROZEN 12 ,

ORANG

G7'..4..e,t PURE MILK COMPANY th
Middle Rd.& Hwy.51,Phone 472-3531

DISTRIBUTORS OF TURNER'S QUALITY CHEKD ICE CREAM
FOURTH STREET

Your independent Hercules dealer knows tires best!
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SPECIAL FOR
CHRISTMAS...
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MIRNMEMMIIIMIRNINIVOMManlatill
Maple

Boston
ROCKER

$21.88

Speed Queen Electric CLOTHES DRYER $149.95
STEREO
Maple or Spanish

(rain many Styles.

7441144eili

$44"

GIFT IDEAS

":.•

BUNK BEDS complete
Makes into two full
twin size Beds or
Ilse as BunksMellow Maple fin-

from

e88
4
Pay Si Monthly

GUN
CABINETS
Maple Finish

CABINET
with sliding

GLASS DOOR
A 65" height case-28" width space
for6 guns (will hold 52" gun). Early
American styling of selected hardwoods, in a warm brown maple finish, with lock on sliding glass doors,
hale ammunition drawer & antique

BE

RAIRRaMaa

7103111111111117MITIFEIMORROMIMIROMILIMUNIMMUMBITICMITITIMIMMID11101111MRSIMMITIMMMOMINOMMernsaminsassill

Comfortable full-size Boston Rockers in choice finishes-Cnoose

Others up to

Quik co.

Oil Paintings
$14.50
Men's Ronson Shaver _ _ $ 8.48
Ladies Elgin Watch _ $29.95
9 x 12 Braided Rug __ _ _ $42.50
Electric Can Opener
$ 9.50
Electric Slicing Knift _ _ $ 5.88
Automatic Toaster
_ $ 9.75
Child's Red Rocker _ _ _ _ $ 3.88
Hassocks
$ 5.65
Men's Valet Stand
$12.50
Club Aluminum 10 pc. $36.88
Tree Lamps
$ 6.88
Pole Lamps
$10.95

$99.95
GENERAL ELECTRIC
Portable Television

$88.88
ROCKING
LOVE SEAT

$109.95
ODD
SOFA
$49.95

-WOOD DINING BOOMLARGE TABLE
MATES CHAIR
DOXBURY CHAIR
CORNER HUTCH
CHINA

$ 58.88
$ 18.00
$ 18.00
$ 57.00
$115.00

CARPET
$3.99 Square Yard
7- PIECE

DE LTA

Turner'

ICE
MORTON
FRUIT

PIES

'
SCOTT

DINNETTE
$62.00

I'S
IRE

ARMOTJ

EASY TERMS-FREE DELIVERY

Sale Price

$76.00
FOLG
See our fine Selection
Sal. Priced

Coif
yeah

AVAVALVACMCMCELV3X-ra.31tV2LVAVA
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Clinton Youth
Will Attend
4-H Congress

"Do they realize that Amencans
on welfare have a higher income than most of the people
in China, and India and Italy,'
he asked?
"They (the vocal minority)
CLINTON, Ky.,
-Gorsay the establishment represses don Samples, Hickman County
individual freedom. Where else 4-H Club member, has been
lence on our college campuses can they get as much personal selected as one of fifteen boys
and depredations on our public freedom of speech, thought, be- from Kentucky to attend the
buildings, and the perpetrators havior and more of every good National 4-H Congress in Chiof these acts are paraded on TV quality than they can in the cago, Friday through Dec. 4.
and in the press as saviors of United States," he said.
He is representing the state in
America, not as the destroyers
On the war in Vietnam, he the leadership project which is
they really are," he added.
said "I realize that we have being sponsored by a major
McBrayer, who currently is in made some mistakes in the ‘on-__besiness foundation.
his third term in the Kentucky duct of that war, but Americans
Samples has been active in
House of Representatives, not- have no reason to feel guilty for
ed that the minority says the our honoring our commitments 4-H for several years. He has
American "establishment" is the to help this country fight Com- participated in the TV Science
class by taking the lesson and
cause of poverty In the nation. munist aggression."

Involvement By Public Is
Needed Throughout Country
GILBERTSVILLE, Ky.—Kentucky House Majority Leader
W. Terry McBrayer of Greenup
Saturday night chided both the
violent minority and the silent
majority in a speech before the
presidential conference of the
Kentucky Young Democrats.
Speaking at the dinpei meeting of the group at Ken-Bar Inn,
McBrayer said "there is nothing wrong with America that
ging the public committed

won't cure."
The house leader said becoming concerned with government
actually means getting concerned with the welfare of the
nation and all of its citizens.
He noted the American way of!
life is subjected to "daily assaults by the vocal minority who
are bent on destroying America
and everything it stands for
and we accept it. We see vio-

For Your Shopping Convenience

Littering in the Lake Barkley
area say become a costly pasttime for the thoughtless.
The Senate Public Works Committee Tuesday ,zt pproved a
measure permitting the Army
Corps of Engineers to cite litterers of such Corps-administered lakes as Lake Barkley and
seek fines of up to $500.
The Public Works Committee
provision, coming on the heels
of a request made by Sen. John
Sherman Cooper, R.-Ky., also
will allow the Corps to seek jail
sentences of up to six months
for littering violators.

.,

Tenne

1BER yit. ...L.

The Prices In This Ad Good From Wednesday
8:00A. M.Till 8:00 P.M. Tuesday
(WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES)

COFFEE
TOWELS

99oC UCK ROAST
39
59 FRYERS
cx
99
AK
oisTE
LB.33
CS
PICNI
490B , CON
490
29 BAcoN 55 poRK RoAsT 39t
LB.

COUNTRY SKILLET

.
a2
LimitE
"
"29CFLOUR
5 LB.

LB.

FRESH WHOLE PORK

B ALLARD OR PILLSBURY 8 OZ.A.

TEXUM 46-oz. UNSWEETENE0

ORANGE

GRAPEFRUIT

CHICKSAW SLICED

Each

JUICE

TI,
1/2 GAL.

. STEAK

COFFEE

69 ,00z.

79 5
TUNA
Bums 4
1 i By Fool)
35
tTISSUE
ICE MILK 45c CHILI
27c
TISSUE 39c

CAN

with beans

EA.

MORTON

(Limit 3)

can

CREAN

each

each

CAKE

A

U. S. PRIME

SIRLOIN

Southern
Belle

I

Smoked

Lb.

Shank
Half lb.

Butt
Half lb.63

WE
R
HP
DHWCOU
IT
DN BELOW
EO

Red or Golden Del. Jonathan

MARTHA WHITE ASSORT.

ARMOUR. 12 OZ.

LB.

A

20 LB.
BAG

PIES

SCOTT 4 ROLL PAK.
pAK.

550 RIBS
Hamburger LB.55 sTEAK
LB.

A

(Lino.3)

ROAST

BEEF SHORT

Pork Quarter Loin

Can4

Armour 15 oz. Cans

Turner's 1/2 Gal.

$

Lk 49Y

Fresh 3 lbs. or More

CHICKEN and
DOWNS

109

RUMP

490
99
350
48c
6
25 POT TOES
y
2
,
pEFRua
RA
G
APPLES 29
0
8
n
L 1,; Cauliflower
ORANGES 390.,
iiCABBAGE _COUPON

JAR LIMIT 10

SWE ET SUE 24-oz.

PAK.

it

STEAK

Heinz or Gerbers'
4 1/2 oz. Strained

!DELTA 4 ROLL PAK.

39
k CHOPS
lA 'X
PORK

lb. Bag

Center Cut __. Lb. 39c
First Cut ___ Lb. 29c
Lb. 49c
Sliced

ROLLED

SLICED

Chicken of Sea 6 1/2 oz.

Quik Cook Great Northern

69

LB.

LB.

WITH COUPON #

NEAT

U.S. PRIME CHUCK

89c

2

Sall Side

STEAK

U.S. PRIME ROUND

FOLGER'S
c1
INSTANT

REELFOOT

LB.

LB.

4 LBS.

Farr

BOSTON BUTTI

MISS LIBERTY

LARD

MORTON Ill-ot.

U.S. PRIME RIB

LB.

Can

GIANT SIZE

I

LB.

FROZEN 12-oz. SEALDSWEET

JUICE

PRIME

2 LB.

MARTHA WHITE

BISCUITS
27
PUREX

U.S.

FIRST CUT

coupon
below

Coronet Jumbo Singles

MURRAY, Ky.—Wilson Gantt,
dean of admissions and registrar at Murray State University, has been named as a member of the corporation of the _
American College Testing Program and as the state representative from Kentucky.
Appointed by t h e Kentucky
Council on Public Higher Education, he will serve a term beginning Jan. 1, 1971, and ending
June 30, 1973.
A native of Calloway county.
Gantt has served as registrar
and director of admissions

South Fulton

You Always Save More
When You Shop At LIBERTY

Folger's all Grinds

Gantt Picked
For ACT Post

9-7

-

OPEN SUNDAY

Face Possibility
Of $500 Fines

WASHINGTON—U.S. airlines,
which employed 17,971 pilots,
co-pilots, flight engineers and
navigators in 1962, are expected
to fill 30,000 such positions by
1977.
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Fulton, Ky.

teaching it to fifth grade students at Central Elementary
School. He also conducted an
electricity workshop for younger
4-H members in Hickman County. He has extended his leadership project outside of Hickman
County by being president of
the Purchase Area 4-H Junior
Council, State 4-H ambassador,
and governor of Boys State.
Samples also has been nominated as one of Kentucky's candidates to serve on the 1971 Report to the Nation.
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RUBY RED

3 FOR

4 lb.
Bag

For

A

22 OZ. LIQUID

SNOWY WHITE

FLORIDA

EA.

ON
CHIFF
TREET
asiseduraiiimeee 1 0 dissaakaameeeasemeesse••• osease•••••••••••••41
DOZ.

CAN

EA.

5
9c

—COUPON—

—COUPON—

FOLGERS

Coffee

2Lb.Can

99c 1

with $5.00 order. Ex. Milk and Tob.
COUPON (Limit 1)

FOLGERS

Instant

Coffee

10-oz.

COUPON (WORTH 200
•

—

$1.29

RED
FRESH GREEN

0
Potatoes

I,
LB.

e•••••••••••••••••04111.000••••••••••••••••%•••••••••••••••••••

.....•*.•••••••

20- Lb. 69c ,

(WORTH 20c)
COUPON (WOR

••••••••••••••••••ft

Fulton, Ky.

HOBBY HOUSE
MARTIN HWY.
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Stereo Tapes —8- Track Thursday - Friday and
•----`"\ Saturday ONLY $4.09
• .

SO. FULTON. TENN.

SPE IALP
- BIG DISCOUNTS ON MANY FINE TOYS

\ "WET-LOOK"
VINYL!

Adton. Ky.
TRAFFIC

Er I.

Franke

I., SAT.,
DEC.4.

C

71MUNII.1111Fair
crlakilininWOO Pr.@ satirise:2
5
1
$

.00$

I

stepped on the t
he sped; the dint
with the plate in

BRIGHT
"MOD"
COLORS'

sT,

ne
Your Choice

Pelf

FOAM
PADDED
CHAIRS!

40

invisible air propel targets. 28rifle has strong molded stock,
rust resistant steel-built barrel
and assembly. Shoots nothing
but air
Daisy 1011

"WET-LOOK"
VINYL TOP!
EASY FOLDING!

99ea.

3I" Electric Car

1111111115111111INSIIIMINS

i (B-13) DAISY LUNAR JET
TARGET GAME • J•t• or

.,

I
Runs forward, reverse up to 7 hours on
charge! Battery & recharger included!EC7435

body. Hood in war look avocado floral vinyl
with detachable matching shopping bag.
Stroller with wet look print, feeding tray. foot
o nd
rest and rernOv b

(M..0-)

(M-11) 32" ROUND TABLE & CHAIR
•
SET WITH "WET-LOOK" VINYL TOP

Rugged anodized aluminum for long life
TWO arm chairs with foam padded seats
Set folds and stores easily Barton Ashby
1053

quiatiim. •
Turn -ball
an•w•r
Pap•rwsIght • 1.'4
Tether - convahntlatt
Alibi Crafts
M93

SOLID STATE!
COMPLETE SET!

IM-51 4-PLAYER TABLE TENNIS SET - Fou
6-ply rubber bats. Upright net and posts, 4
balls. Rules and regulations.
Champion Dartboard 811
CORK
FRAMED 113" X 24"
(M-16) WOOD
Natural Cork With
BULLETIN BOARD - hangers $

.tt
1•100t"

Reg. $19.88

lonGs-

L
,
ogs
ss-10144°—
2
c devil"
,
,
/‘'
,has 2

$3.48

NOW Si

READY TO
OPERATE!

A MACRE

Red
Riding
Hood
Metal
Tea Set

•‘ac;c
backing. Metal
er cushioned
Olus
Board King 312
$3.4,

P:::::::t-E114/11411(41111°6

1111111 -11

at TECHNICOLOR
eeTKIINISCOPF A

•

79

EC5611

Sm

Vinyl coated set includes
a complete service for 4 plus
a large serving tray!50e Holds!

AQUARIUS
AMPHIBIOUS DUNE BUGGY
• Powerful paddle wheel drives
through
sand
and
sea.
Water-tight battery cme and
motor Hi-impact plastic. With
2 surfboards. Uses 2 "AA"
as (not inc./.

SUNDi

(C-1) TWO WALIOX, ,
TALKIES - Solid state

transistorized circuits
Volume control,
dynamic speaker
Heavy duty plastic case.
with
Complete
batteries. Strauss

G-2ICRICKET ROCKER •
Colonial style. High gloat
maple finish on hardwood: •
Colorful cotton print oft 7
padded seat with pleated
valence. Removebte pillow.
beek. Steembent runners.
N.I1 Can

Cregsten
$3•56
4„,,err
,11140111'SCRABBLE FOR JUNIORS•isperreard game fel children.. Oosible
*WO playing board with pictorial mo
lillginc91101,1nior
U
version.
lifIPOMMP10 A.19111Ar
-$2181

Listen!

-311PECIAL
MUSICAL
BEAR
OR
DOG!

— PL1,

11
;
(0-191 21" HARD BODY DOLL CARRIAG
IN "WET
MATCHING STROLLER
OR
LOOK" VINYL - Avocado deco quilt 'molded

"GONE Vi
ber 23 - 281
Starts Dec,

C
(O'22) TAKE-ALONG SEWING
PAACHINE SET - Sew-rite machine sews
easily. Carry

$3.87

MATTEL DOLLS

FOAM
FILLED'(

uounrson.~22

box, 2 bolts of cloth, dress mannequin
and
other sewing •ccessories.
Hasbro 1543

MATTEL RAND! READER

-M

Swingy

The

SOFT
CUDDLY
PLUSH'

un Tulle Puz;`0

12i

2 - Be(
2x

0

IC-31
MUSICAL
PLUSH
BEAR OR DOG - Foam filled

PAO

$17.98

Surface washable Music box
inside Cuddly plush Bear or
Dog. Dollcraft 0821

Own e;sty

Reg. $5.98

CM-113) TALKING PRINCESS PHONE -

Litt receiver, push button and it plays
different savings. Uses 1 "C" battery,
(not inc.) Handicraft 3125

Dancenna

$9.98
Chatty Latny

0
.
hp40;!

YOUR CHOICE
99

$3.43

(13-16) KIDDIES' FOOTBALL
HELME
•
Durable plastic. Aviator styling
Adjustable elastic l-niadband.
Molded
chin strap, double bar
facegu•rd, foam

jaw pads.
Eagle

12 I

2 Bedroon
Cathedr

p2.86

$3,80

SPEED
WHEELS
RACING HELMET - Heavy
duty, unbreakable molded
plastic play helmet. White
with snappy blue sun visor,
racing ear flaps. One size fits,
all.
Arlington
Hat 1E0

FOLDS
FOR
EASY
STORAGE!

II

$1.28

M-31) GUM BALL VENDING'flXTpia
,
tic
lobe guns ball vending bank
comes with
ssortrnent of gum balls Metal lock
and key.

Hasbro 5180

AUTOMATIC
BALL RETURN!

$1.58

184 GUM BALL REFILL

2 Bedroon
Carpet - C
iloof

WI

Reg. $ 21.98
Tiny
hatty Baby

12 x
$1138

3 Bedroom
EXTRA

— Boxed Christmas Cards

$4,$$

CHROME PLATED TUBULAR
STEEL LEGS!

—LOW I

Reg.
$32.00 Now $19.95
$24.00 Now $14.95
SPRING
ACTION
FRAME!

SAFETY

UPS!
IM-24) PALAMINO SPRING HORSE
WITH STIRRUPS - Big bouncy trotter
m•d• of
molded
unbreakable
polyethylene Extra rugged spring action
fr•in• with
safety side stirrups

Beautiful,

realistic

details.

Romeo

Arrieric•n 80.

WHITE TROTTER
HORSE... $10.99 a...$IR 96

SPIIIICIAL

SEE Our Beautiful Christmas Flowers & Decorations
MANY Games Reduced
Some As Much As 50%

IM-43) 40" FOLDING FLOOR MODEL POOL
TABLE - Warp proof hardboard pleying bed

Chrome plated, heavy duty tubular steel logs
fold ttesily for storage Automatic ball (starlit..
SIM 40 3/4" x 21 1/8"u 27 1/2". C. G. Wooer

Be Sure and Visit Our Infant
Department. We now carry
such lines as: Sugar & Spice
TODDLE WINKS
Scampies to name a few

Ivo sump 2 WI 1

— Bailin Pock

RING TOSS • Pla•
sna•tIo mOlded ring", 2 rocking plastic bine%
pia* posts. Play regular or rocking ring

— Nathan Wm

s.

111EST
T1411
.

rObli

$8.00 Amity Billfold
SALE __ $4.98

41,

' fit'T

HOBBY HOUSE

154-121

COIN
- Guriobm
nuke, make,-MAKER
lots of

shiny ptrov carat
charm* Uses
Interchengmble
Platt-DOIA
elumInum foil.
Rainbow Crafts 201

249 PLAY.0014 4•10,411$:'

I•

••••••••h••••

*1,3$

.• •e

• • r'•

al

2087 E. RI
Next To

0
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TRAFFIC POME: He
stepped on the throttle, at 90
he sped; the daring young man
with the plate in his head. —
Ekon I. Frankel

FRI., SAT..SUN..
: DEC.4-5-6
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Potluck Dinner
Held At Fultoo
FULTON, Ky.,
Marshall Alexander Post No. 72
and the auxiliary held a joint
potluck dinner at the poet home.
Commander George Brock called the meeting to order and led
the pledge of allegiance to the
Flag.
Separate ousiness sessions
were held. Mrs. Clyde Fields,
president, conducted the auxiliary meeting.

Up $24,000
FRANKFURT, Ky.
Toll receipts on Kentucky's seven toll facilities reached $1,225,525 last month for a $24,01:0 Increase over the corresponding
period last year.
Shawneetown isrldge $28,129,
down $2,830; Kentucky Turnpike
$512,519, up $21,702; Mountain
Parkway $151,279, up $6,254;
Western Kentucky Parkway
$234,164, down $4,718; Blue
Grass Parkway $152,882, down
$10,530; Jackson Purchase Parkway $31,67.5, up $2,500, and Pennyrile Parkway $114,808, up $12,008.

FULTON

APPRECIATION DAYS... APPRECIATION DAYS... APPRECIATION DAYS

YEAR'SBIGGESTSALE
NO LIMITS! STOCK UP! SAVE MONEY!
PRICES GOOD
THRU SAT.,
DEC. 5

SUPER-RIGHT

ROUND
STEAK

NOW SHOWING Thru SATURDAY

A TRACERS LAND OF VIOLENT SPLENDOR!
NTECHNICOLCM
avoTKHNISCOPE

AN AMERICAN INTERNATIONAL RELEASE
Americen International Pictures, Inc.

.1970

BEEF

a

PORTERHOUSE

$

LB

,

\\1.1 .1()IIN
R \Qt. I 1 \\

Bacon

0
I.

LB.

"GONE WITH THE WIND" Starts Deanabar 23 - 28th. Walt Disney's Son of Flubber
Starts Docenbas 9th.
Aeow"-

$3.87

esmsoniellstipawallagele
—

Mattallire Fare
—MOBILE HOME SALES—
The Home of the "BIG ONES"
12 x 48
12 x 42
2- Bedroom
2 x 4 Walls

2 Bedroom - Carpet
2 x 4 Walls

$3,200.00

$3,695.00

12 x 50

12 x 60

2 Bedroom - Carpet
Cathedral Roof

2 Bedroom - 3rd Door
Carpet - Deluxe Furn„

$3,800.00

$4,600.00

— BETTER PRICES —

k cOmet with
ack end key.

$1.58

12 x 60

12 x 56

2 Bedroom - 2 Bath
Carpet - Cathederal
tioof

Spanish - 2 Bedroom
Utility Room • Carpet

$4,995.00

KUM

— BETTER SERVICE —

12 x 60

12 x 65
3 Bedroom - Carpet
EXTRA NICE

69

SUPER-RIGHT SKINLESS

APPLE PIES

120Z. PKG.

BANANAS
F
LORIDA
L
.

Avocados EA.19

LB.

WISC. RUSSET

POTATOES
20ii. BAG
CALIF.

I

v

Oranges

(88 SIZE)

vellia"pRemikruit
iiiiinges.

10/89 APPles

LB BAG

5.1-8 BAG58 kale

10 OZ. PKG.

8 eruaOnberries

1 LB. BAG

BAGS
5
"

ER GET YOUR!

48C
25C
28C

Bouquet stainless

DETERGENT

iLill r
i leWalU
by COVEj\ITRY

$5.400.00

— LOW OVERHEAD
— LOW DOWN PAYMENTS
— INSTANT BANK FINANCING

JANE PARKER

1;

GOLDEN RIPE

2 Bedroom - Deluxe
Purn. - Carpet
House Door

$465100

571;
LB BOX IIII1Ac

LB.

LB.

— BETTER HOMES —

K - Plastic

LB

FRESH WHOLE

PURNELL'S PORK SAUSAGE
(2 LBS.... $1.49)
1 LB. PKG.
'A PORK LOIN SLICED

Old Folks
Pork Chops

69C

Bacon
Ends & Pieces 07
29
Fryers
Weiners
BACON

Atilo; use‘

ws easily Carry
mannequin and

LB

PLATTER SLICED

,,

IING MACHINE

SLICED

A&P VAC-PAK

\TYRA 13RECKINR11)(il•

$7.44

12B.

7 RIB END

SUNDAY — MONDAY & TUESDAY
(ADULTS Only Pleas.)

MET ROCKER ;

T-Bone Steak
Steak
55C
Pork Roast
;Allgood Bacon LB 59C
L

.24
1116-.$
e;ICat

'vele. High gloat
sh on hardwood.
cotton print oniet with pleated
lornoyeble pliloyt
writ:vont runners.

SUPER RIGHT

THIS WEEK S lEAILIket

We've still got some, but teriously, you'd bodes
youn while the satin's good.

C

1

1

DINNER KNIFE
REG. PRICE 991

3 LB.
1 OZ.
BOX
WITH COUPON IN AD

\

-— Hugh Wade
— "Ill" Adorns
Puckett
— Pat Wade, FOR
— Winona Wade
— Nathan Wade
THISIEST MOSIILE HOME DEAL GOING ANYWHERE..

- Rollin

DISCOUNT PRICES AT

II

altslitre-Pau

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
UNION CITY
2087 E. REELFOOT
Next To The National Guard Armory
Phone 885-8831
DELIYFREE SET-UP

•

•

•••

so
or=

79(11199Q(31cr 60i
LAtGZC/INE

NESCAFE

2grli 69t

With This Coupon
Good Thru ad.. dm sit
Good At ALP Food Stores
RN. Pelee Without Coopose
Until I Coupon Per Person

INSTANT COFFEE $1 48
10 OZ. JAR
With This Coupon
Good That Set- Dec. 5th
Good At ALP Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Person

AP le!GRADE "A" eitie 10660%
394
Dozen
With Coupon and $5.00 Additional Purchase Or
Mr,Good Only At ASP Stores. Regular Priced
Without Coupon. Coupon Good Thru SM., Dec.
S. Limit 2 Doren With Coupon. I Coupon Per
2 Doz.
Cuoloonor.
1 Doc

LARGE EGGS

1186888151MONSolS881106

AP

i
Rl

DETERGENT

59(

3 LB
I OZ.
BOX With This Coupon
Good iihru Set- Dec. 5th
Good At ALP Food Stores
Reg. Price Without Coupon
Limit I Coupon Per Person

MEN
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BUY
NOW!

•thagonat measure

Mediterranean—model 7126
on concealed swivel casters

Mediterranean—model 3663
on concealed swivel casters

SAVE SAVE
$80
on each
of these
COLOR consoles with:

Contemporary—model 7122
on concealed swivel casters

Early American—model 7124
on concealed swivel casters

Italian Provincial—model 7130

on each
of these
ASTRO-SONIC STEREO

• NEW Total Automatic Cojor
• NEW Ultra-Rectangular Screen
• NEW Ultra-Bright Tube

FM/AM Radio-Phonos
that bring you the full
beauty of music!

Enjoy today's biggest picture—on the color
TV with a built-in memory' Amazing Magnavox
TAC remembers for you It keeps flesh tones
natural—pictures sharp—automatically. There's
no more jumping up to adjust controls—no
more unsightly green or purple faces. Switch
channels, let the scene change—TAC will always give you a perfectly-tuned picture—on
every channel, every time! And—the 315 sq. in.
screen, with new square corners and a new flat
surface—gives you clearer, sharper pictures with
less glare plus the most fabulous life-like realism
you've ever seen! Magnavox Color TV—the
closest yet to a motion picture screen! Wonderfully convenient Instant Total Automatic
Remote Control optional—also at big
/Ravings!

Enjoy spectacular concert hall realism—
plus fine-furniture craftsmanship! Once you see
and hear Astro-Sonic Stereo you'll know why
it's acclaimed the world over for its beauty and
for its remarkable sound reproduction—whether
from recordings, exciting Stereo FM, noise-free
and drift-free Monaural FM, powerful AM radio
or optional Magnavox tape equipment. Each
model shown has 30-Watts EIA music power,
plus two High-Efficiency 10" Bass Woofers and
two 1,000 cycle Exponential horns that project
sound from both sides and front of the authentically styled cabinets. And—their exclusive
Micromatic Player banishes discernible record
and Diamond Stylus wear—lets your records last
a lifetime! Astro-Sonic Stereo—magnificent!

Your choice NOW ONLY

Nancy Bi
Bride-Ele
Is Honor

Your choice NOW ONLY

$54950 $32950

; 3rd
;
, Mrs. Gte°r
2.dDunevan
ford-Mrs. James

CLASSIFI
So MUCH.
for so LI
*******
Only 5 Pt
to reac
6,500 Hc

Early American—model 3662
on concealed swivel casters

ONE TINY Toy
broken, had all sh
istered. Poodle
lor, Ann Covingto
whit, .71-21,411,

Income tax retu
36 years experier
172-1547. John W
WAISTED AT 0
woman to supply
ing Etawleigh Pro
full time. Make $
tact Mr. Babcock
Freeport,
4161.

Modern styling—model 3661

Cassette or Cartridge
TAPE PLAYERS

G ROO;MG a
Poodle Pamper
years experience
RENT Wheelcl
and other conval
CITY SUPER D
FuRon,
$$.
FOR SALE:
mined 7 x 4 egg
treated No. 6 at
livered anywhere
Lester Engineen
formerly Stampi
parry, 501 West
the railroad,

Makollit

SAVE

MOBILE 140

$10
ON EACH

—Beller
Beifer

Magnavox Tape Player Components—easily connect to stereo consoles
or component systems and will bring
You the enjoyment of pre-recorded
tapes. 4-Track Cassette model 8867 and
8-Track Cartridge model 8869.

Your choice
NOW

$4990

Beller
Open 7 Da
—lug'

Makehir
MOBILE •
MU East R
UNION CITY,
Piton*

WAN
Owe WI*

"

WADE TELEVISION
Whdela

45-51 By-Pass Fultorl, Kentucky

vvuzet.s
„

City 1"
1•1 W.8
I. Mass —
AI

.e..1

0

Nancy Brown,
Bride-Elect
Is Honored

Page 6

Miss
FULTON, Ky.,
Nancy Brown, bride-elect of
Kenneth Gossum, was honored
recently' at a gift tea given by
Mrs. Glyn Bard and Miss Vickie
Bard at their home.
Miss Brown wore a trousseau
frock of multi-colored crepe
complemented with a corsage of
orange Mums.
The tea table featured a centerpiece of pink chrysanthemums and pink candles.
Gift tables at one end of the
living room displayed the gifts.
Miss Brown was assisted in
opening the gifts by Miss Vicki
Bard.
Approximately 30 guests called
during the afternoon.
Out-of-town guests included
Mrs. Pat Wilson of Murray and
Mrs. James Williams of Trenton, Tenn., aunts of the groomelect.

Bridge Winners
Are Announced
-Mrs.
FULTON, Ky.,
A. G. Campbell and Mrs. Connor Shannon were overall winners In the tournament of the
Fulton Duplicate Club Monday
morning. Eleven tables of players participated.
North-oath winners were:
1st, Mrs. tampbell-Mrs. Shannon; 3nd; Mrs. Guy Bale-Mrs.
George Reim; 3rd, Mrs. Frank
Beadles-Mrs. Ual Killebrew.
East-West: 1st, Mrs. R. V.
Putnam-Mrs. James Warren;
2nd, Mrs. George Cloys-Mrs. B.
F. Dunevant; 3rd, Mn. Bob Binford-Mrs. James Cullum.

Frost-Basham
Vows Are Said
In Fulton
— On
FULTON, Ky.,
Saturday, Nov. 14, at 9:30 a.m.,
Mrs. Anna M. Frost and S. J.
Basham were united in marnage at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. J. A. Hemphill in Fulton.
The Rev. Loyce W. Carlin officiated, in the presence of the
immediate families, with Stephen Walker and Mrs. Hemphill
attendants.
The vows were exchanged before the mantel which held an
arrangement of pink carnations,
tulle and greenery. On either
side were moss green tapers

burning in floor candelabra.
The bride chose for her wedding an ensemble of French
gray with gray accessories of
lizard trim. She wore a white
orchid at her shoulder.
Mrs. Hemphill wore an emerald green double-knit
After the ceremony, Mrs.
Hemphill served cake and coffee from the dining table, which
was overlaid with a lace cloth
over gold. The central appointment was an arrangement of
gold mums in a crystal and gold
epergne with candles burning on
either side in brass candle
holders.
After a short wedding trip,
Mr. and Mrs. Basham will be
at home on West Highland

South Carolina, jernina JoinPage 7
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Fulton, Ky.
son of Lexington, Ky., and Nancy
Hart of Georgia.
FINANCE CHAIRMAN
ance hearing under the personnel
"British soldiers and Indians
Foster Ockerman, prominent
molested all frontier women, $o
policy and procedures manual
and One Of
It was arranged for the women,
of the organization since her Lexington attorney Democrats,
children, the aged, and boys too
Kentucky's leading
2.
Oct.
dismissal
Mrs. Smith Atkins of Fulton young to fight to follow CoL
has accepted the post of State
Mrs. Mills, who worked as Finance Chairman for the campresented an informative pro- Clark and Candler through 20C
Chapter,
Reelfoot
gram for the
miles of mountains and forests
secretary to the MREOC execu- paign of Bert Combs for GovDAR, at its meeting Thursday to safety In what is now East
tive director, claims she had re- ernor and Julian Carroll for
afternoon in the horns at Mrs. Tennessee. For some
reason
—El- ceived approval to take a pregFULTON, Ky.,
Lt. Governor.
James L. Hippy on church Street. MIAs incredible march has been !kris of a Hickman County
nancy leave of absence effective
Mrs. Fred Cloys, regent, Largely overlooked In the history
grievance
a
receive
to
woman
Nov. 30. She said she had represided Over the ritual and et the American Revolution,"
SCHOOLS
Mrs. the i.acler noted.
hearing before the grievance
business session and
Dr. R. L. Johns of the UniRECEIVES GRANT
Maude Neill gave the national
committee of the Mississippi
conducting a
Following the program the
defense news.
Murray State University has versity of Florida,
R iver Economic Opportunity
KenMrs. Atkins chose as her hostess served a dessert course Council today received apparent been selected by Big Rivers national survey, said
Foundation
subject "Southern Heroines of of boiled custard, cake and cofRural Electric Corporation as tucky's Minimum
visione
and
members
superfrom
district
the
soundest
backing
14
to
fee
Revolution."
the American
the recipient of a $3.000 annual Program is one of the
State
visor of the Office of Economic
Among the women she discuss- tor, Miss Bettie Hale.
scholarship grant to assist in the U. S. . . . The
The December meeting will Opportunity.
ed were Betsy Dowdy of North
Court of Appeals said Kentucky
15the
from
people
young
Carpenter.
W.N.
Mrs.
with
be
Emily
Carolina, Bess Moore,
Mrs. Genell Mills, 401 W. Clay county area served by the firm laws forbid strikes by teachers
Geiger, Dicey Langston, Mary Mrs. Dan Gary will serve as
or any other public emPloriffiL
St., Clinton. has sought a griev- it West Kentucky.
Videau and Rebecca Mode of program leader.

Mrs. Adims
Is Speaker

Poverty
Worker Is
SuDDorted

SANTA will be at the
Reelfoot Shopping Center
from 1 to 9 pm Saturday
and each night from 5 'til 9 'til Christmas!
FREE CANDY FOR
THE KIDDIES!

SHOPPING CENTER
So MUCH. . .
for so LITTLE...
**********
Only .5c per word
to reach
6,500 Homes I

Union City, Teen.

ONE TINY 'Toy Poodle, housebroken. had all shots, AKC registered. Poodle Pamper Parlor, Ann Covington, 479-2229.
St

••i• •

.W
AU.

Income tax returns prepared;
36 years experience. 201 Third,
472-1547. John W. Mallet.
WANTED AT ONCE. Man or
woman to supply families needing Rawleigh Products, Part or
full time. Make $4 hourly. Coritact Mr. Babcock, 223 E. Main.
Freeport, Ill., Phone 815-2324161.
GROOTIIN"G and boarding.
Poodle Pamper Parlor; 10
years experience, 479-2229.
'RENT Wbeelchairs, crutches
and other convalescent aids at
CITY SUPER DRUG 408 Lake
Fulton, Ky
St
FOR SALE: Washed deep
mined 7 x 4 egg coal, also oil
treated No. 6 stoker coal, delivered anywhere in Kentucky.
Lester Engineering Company,
formerly Stamper Coal Company, 501 West Broadway, by
the railroad, Mayfield, Hy

Maksilirr Plan>
Moine nom; SALES

—Better Roses
Better Prices
—Beer Service
p

*Kents *Royce Shoes *Shainberg's*
*Davis Village Shop *Wigs Unlimited*
*Spanish Arena *Sterlings*
*Otasco *Thrifty Shop *Kroger *
*One Hour Martinizing *

Open 7 Days A Week
— Bank Rale Financing

Makshirr Part
MOBILE HOME SALES
VW East Reelfoot Avenue
UNION CITY,TENNESSEE
Phone NSW

hum

*ANTED!
Mils "Plan 17799

ALL STORES IN THE SHOPPING CENTER WILL BE
OPEN TIL 9:00 (Kroger til Midnight) III
CHRISTMAS. (Close at 6:00PM CHRISTMAS EVE).

SEE THE CHRISTMAS PARADE
FROM OUR PARKING LOT
PARADE BEGINS AT 10:00 AM, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 5
AT THE REELFOOT SHOPPING CENTER.

City Tire Co.
iei W. State Line
..

B. Mos - 1/19. 4794741

SAVE TIME! SAVE MONEY! Make the Reelfoot Shopping
Center your one stop shopping headquarters!

SMUDGED PRINT
•

•

••••••••
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MAXI-SAVINGS
U. S. CHOICE CORN FED

T-BONE STEAK

$1.09

lb

mosaosionsivomummoisaveseinmusimuismommovaursovaursamoussionsysismiustmormoommummois
U.S. CHOICE CORN FED
U.S. CHOICE CORN FED

r1

CHUCK ROAST
i
0 FIRST CUT Ii
Lb.

PORTERHOUSE
BAR -B

Lb.

STEAKS

1.19

auE

CMCICEN

TURKEY BREAST

I BONELESS
1

Lb. 69c
Lb. 59c

I

RIB STEAKS

SIRLOIN STEAK

39

I

U. S. CHOICE CORN FED

Lb.

990

89

lb.

HEEL - OF - ROUND ROAST _ Lb. 79c 1 U. S. CHOICE
CLUB STEAKS
COUNTRY STYLE RIBS _ _ _ Lb. 53c

Lar

Wholeor HaK-Sttc

Lb. ft

REELFOOT

Lb. $1.29.BOLOGNA
Lb. 39c
SLICED BACON
CORN .VALLEY
1
1
1 PORK SAUSAGE
3 Lbs. $1.25 I QUARTER LOIN SLICED __ Lb. 53c I
lb
1
FRESH GROUND
U.S. CHOICE CORN FED
i
STOKLEY'S
HYPOWER
ROUN
D
STEA
1i
HAMBURGER
K
FRUIT COCKTAIL 17-oz. 3 For 8k
TAMALES 15-oz. 3For
$1.00
i
3 LBS.
STEELE'S
TURNER'S
OR S.WIE1
I OR MORE 370 lb.
I
SWEET POTATOES I KRAFT lb.
ICE MILK
i
HEINZ
101 SIZE
OIL
32-oz.
69c g BABY FOOD 4 3/4-oz. 10 For 89c
CANS
1/2 GALLON
$al
STOKLEY
1 HART'S BRAND I6,r or,
HART'S BRAND BARTLETT
PINEAPPLE JUICE
MIRACLE WHIP
46-oz. ____ 39c
CORN
whole kernel 6 For _ JUDGE
OLD
/
SCHOOL
DAY
PEARS
For
16 oz.
8k
3
SALAD DRESSING 32-oz. ____ 5k
2- Lb. $1.75 PEAS 17-oz. 4 For
COFFEE
HART'S
PARK LANE OR M:TIVAT.

SLICED

BACON

I RUMP ROAST

ibs. 99c

It PORK

69c

89c

5

,

45,

CHERRIES

4

303 SIZE
CAN

I MERIT

ROBIN HOOD

SALTINES

1 - Lb. Box

9k I

ANTISEPTIC

CANS

$1

SWEEP STAKES

I

LISTERINE
CALM

14-oz.

5.øi

CAN

Butte- - Me • Not
Flaky - Biscuits
MOON
PIES

10t-

New Item

I

LOTION

14-oz.

An

'S

NESTEA

35

16-oz.

69c

HAIR SPRAY

12.5-oz.

TOOTH PASTE

6.5-oz.

BREAD

59c

20-oz.
LOAF

69c

PRESTO - POP

LARGE EGGS

Dozen

11).590
(LB. PKG.)

JOY

39t.

'POTATOES 4 a CRANBERRIES .
4:.
8
79c:
CABBAGE
.
n
25,LB. 10

79c

DELICIOUS
LB.
i APPLES

E.W.JAMES SONS
,r tt p,"MAXI-SAVINGS"
SUPERMARKET
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMILTsZt
TMS.wamicwwwimegal
e a
t immigs
sitioasimaismmtsvarasvarmrs
unrasiammousr.

FOR

$1

22-oz. ____ 46c

BEEF STEW

59

24-oz.
CAN

c

PR EANI
COFFEE CREAMER

11-oz.

_ 29c

STEELE'S

TO MATOES
303 SIZE

5

CANS

q

124 CARTRIDGE 12 EXPOSURES
KODAK COLOR FILM

0.09

King Size

This ad good from Thursday, December 3rd, THRU Wednesday, December
9th, 1970.

IS REGULAR NAPKINS

3

VAN CAMP

.

t SHELLED
2 1/2
• PECANS LB.Box
.4.9u
$

BEANS

With

- FANCY FIRM

. KY. KERNEL

29c

DETERGENT

1
I
;
,

LB.

c

5-oz.

CHILI
.
.
. 15-oz.
.
,
, GIANT SIZE

- FRESH

89c

FOR

KREY

4k

Assacsam.

RED TOES2BOALGB.
POTA

3

3k

Limit I Coupon Per Family.
.1caL,
HOME GROWN

40c

8-oz.

POPCORN

TOWELS

COFFEE pm

U.S. NO. I

Jar

60 tablets _ $1.29

GRADE "A"

GOOD NORTHERN

TOMATO JUICE
46-cz.
Can

99c

1 SWEET

49c

DRESSING

TB RI
5 Pound

ISLAND

HYDE PARK

DENTURE Cleanser

and additional $5.00
urchase excluding
antd'
tobacco
prod

1

'9'7 C

It" x 25'
WRAP

49c

**WITH THIS COUPON**
Folger's or Old Judge.

GRAPEFRUIT JUICE

ALCOA

$1.22

I CHUM

18 1/2-oz. 3For 89c
TEXSUN PINK

UNSWEETENED
BIG 46-rz. CAN

1 5-oz.

FRENCH FRIES

MARTHA WHITE
CAKE MIX

79c

WEST PAC

25c

;Ai

KRAFT THOUSAND

11-oz

LISTERINE -2 GIANT TUBES

YO-5 SHAMPOO

SALMON

Gallon

SUDDEN BEAUTY

I ALBERTO

2 1/4-oz. (12 to a box) ___ 99c
KR A FT
MARSHMALLOW CREME

1/2

$1.49

11 1/2-oz.

PRELL

POLIDENT

$1.29

59c

LIQUID

$1.59 I INSTANT SHAVE

WOODBURY

SKIN

ICE CREAM

5 Lb. 59c

COLGATE

SPRAY MIST
15-oz. 4 Cans ___ $1.00
1 36 TABLETS
HYDE PARK
1g
SIZE
ALKA - SELTZER PLUS
BISCUITS

MACKEREL

25c I FLOUR

DRIVE

$1.19

84-oz.

GERBER -- (SAVE 470
BABY PANTS

3Pair

DAISY

81.00

FRESH

INSTANT STARCH
22-oz. CAN

59c

SWIDGED PRINT
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SUPPLEMENT TO

Fulton
County News

Fulton, Ky.

b. 99c

WRAP UP CHRISTMAS HIRE
DURING OUR ...

_$1.00

__ 59c

it-memitecemessaitemaineisammatakmatcome
0
1

ATOM T
C
;
;

40c

;9c
INS

8
I
1
1
• Sue •
• Geld •
sleeve shirt is
pormarwont press bl
of Oacron• poly*,
and cotton in
deep-tone solid allow
Matching polka del lb
Is acetate. Sizes 14% le
17.
IcitisinswarsoswsocettatmemsmItoi

1
a
0
Reversible Patterns for
1 A
0
Twice the Wear
;I
Med and bound edge.styles $
1
;
assorted colon and patrim Washable. A worm,
;
I gift that's sure to
slightj;
as any homemaker.
Irregulars
I
otateesmosoirowmisostasssolosirsions tolOwooisiot
0
£SZ
tomolMtiosoisszottzszoi1,Ci
I
I
Value,
Super
;
Ladles'
1
I
FIRST QUALITY

ATCHWORN QUILTS

99;

1
I
1
I
1
Ihiflex"1
;
;
1
1
Ladies'
I
1
Silky Soft
I

SEAMLESS
STINETC1

PANTY
SE
--_ 2k

$1
-$1.09 .

iRCH

I
;

19r.

s
1
i

&skid now for lovely gifts at a
thrifty price. Maw attract*
stretch yam molt*, for a protect fit, Taupe, Wee, navy and
coffee. One size fits all,
if
istg ofnanissitalinialnallefinostataitstasti

;
;
I
V
8
;
;

I
I

I

NYLON TRICOT 1
SHIFT GOWNS I
Long
Sleeve
Style

$399

V
1

1
I
Full cut . . . proportioned to fit. It
11
Beautifully trimmed with nylon loci, .,
and embroidery with bow at collar. P
maize
In
sizes
0
Pink, blue and
S4A4.. ;
eisesimitisiesemetl. Biestiiiiieseseeisresooneomenmsemiseitaimeeri

Pre-Christmas Savings!

TRIMMED AND
UNTRIMMED
Laminated Fabrics with
Self, Pile and Mouton Collars
Regular '25 Values

SPECIAL

Choose from eight styles in plaids, solids,)
checks and tweeds. Single and double. ,1irr
breasted models in brown, green, blue,N
ton ond red, Laminated diagonals, plaids,
checks, oatmeal tweeds, herring-bone
twills and corduroys. Some have quilted

i

lining. Sizes 8 to 18 and 16'h to 24I6.

CASUALS
I

NEW SPORTSWEAR
For Christmas Giving
• PANTS
• BLOUSES

• PANT TOPS
• KNIT PANT TOPS
styled by Lod Lynn.

Casual wear that you can mix or match .
Excellent for gifts or buy for your own us*,

New "Wet-Look"

CAR COATS
$2300
Krinkl• potent with Orlon'
acrylic pile lining. Doubl•
breasted with self belt In red,
navy, brown, maroon and
block. Sizes 6 to 18.

FABRICS:

COLORS:

Double strrstch knits, bond•d fabrics,
"Super 2" 50tpolyestrzr SOB DAUM hv 1St
twills, nylon cotton strotch denim, brood
cloth,cotton nylon knit, nov•Ity weaves and
permanent pr•ss fabrics.

Bright and bold in *kis, stripes, wow.
plaids, checks, fashion solids and heother
tonmi Big s•lectioo of cokes and cons
binotions.

PANT TOPS

$39$ to $5"

PANTS

$4" to

BLOUSES

$9"
$2" to *6"

KNIT PANT TOPS

$5" to $6"

Warm Pik-Lined

WOOL WELTON
BENCH WARNER
$18 99 Value

PERMANENT PRESS SHIRT DRESSES
Choose from colorful plbids
and overplaids. No-iron fobrics require a minimum of
99
$8

Zipper front with hood. Mod, of warm
oil wool motion cloth with Orion'
acrylic pile lining. Sizes 8 to IS.
•Dupont TM

Children's Warm Cotton
Creates This

KNIT PANTSUIT

LANNELETTE PAJAMA
SIZES 3-6X: 7-14

Of Acetate and Nylon
Sharkskin Fabric

1299
IN SIZES 10 to 20

There lust Isn't anything so corntortoble to wear as pants with
expandable waistband.. Wrinkle
resistant — 75% ocetote — 25%
nylon sharkskin knit tabric is
bonded to soft acetate tricot,
Short sleeve, button-front top
with self tie belt. Bright pink
and sky blue.

Solt, worm cotton tlannelette in pink, blue or maize.
Long sleeve, long leg
styles ore machine washable.Slipover tops in both
size ranges . . also
button front tops in
smaller sizes.

DRESSES

$099
acetate-nylon
to soft acetate
tricot. In misses' and half sizes.

Wrinkle resistant
knit tabric bonded

STYLE "A
Button front dress with front pilot skirt.
Pink ond lemon. 10 to 20.

STYLE "B"
Slenderizing zip:front style accented with a
printed 1e0e4.-Siass-1,040-ond_14, 2.4W

by

ek
eer
ft
e
eWitCANS
Filikt;
a
ir
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PLASTIC TOT-TOTER/
1

'The 11°"able Nursemeicr. I

$
3
99

Smooth and bulky knits in
assorted colors. Choice of
popular styles. Size 2-6x
and 7-141

eriemawasiom

QUILTED
CRIB
COMFORTS

Children's I
BRIEF STYLE

PANTIcES

100SAcetato

..

to foot tw'w I 2
Mom. Complete with /
vinyl pod and P
w li.
lts. l
itt fu
of boh
ch
i
chow.
or moire.

L

ttg,

$2
99
1
I I
100% acetate tricot or 100%
combed cotton with exclusive
. won':
contour crotch .
Mix or bind. White only in
sixes 2 to I 4.

ali00.11311%6101MISIBMIES110111,60/61011“1110011111KIBI Legiagassiga„ggiggiggi

Dacron* Polyester

$399
Attractively pockaged in gift
box. Pink, white and blue. 36
•

,
Lasemit",isuswietway

• Cardigans
• Mock-Turtle
Necks
• Slipovers
Infants' Acrylic Knit

SWEATER SETS
eater, cap and boot ggi
In gift box Pink, 41
we, maize and white.
ants sizes.

11011•4•100•811311811VIL

Long and Waltz Length Styles in Pretty Pastel Colors

$399to$799

"Nes

0

)

Soft, dreamy sleepwear that will touch that special spot in
your lady's heart. So be a darling Santa and choose her
gift from out outstanding collection of gowns and pajamas.
Some ore shown here
but not nearly all.

IA
.11r

VII*)

PAJAMAS — 100%
nylon tricot. Man.
tailored with shod
long
legs. Blue, mint
and maize. 32-40.
$399

,riv`SO c^.

•
•-.
`44.4r.
tiociti..
O

'..
il,•.\,

WALTZ GOWN —
Nylon tricot with
lace trirn. Cop
sl
. Assorted
colors
S-1.1.1..
$499

\'

I
'I

r

SATINETTE
;

;
I

:SHIFT GOWNS;
I
;
;
Thrift Priced at

ABOVE —Brushed
tricot waltz gown
with embroidery
trier. Pink, blue,
maize and mint
S L.
$599

; $299

;

$399

and

I

Short sleeve and sleeveless styles in pink, blue
and maize_ Small, medium and large sizes.

RIGHT — Long
length gown with
long sleeves. Embroidery
trim.
Pink, blue, maize
and mint. S L
$799

Cop sleeves
.
lace trimmed. Nylon tricot knit.
Assorted colors

LEFT (above)
Nylon tricot with
all-around nylon
ov•rlay. . . $399

1

;

0
%
1
0

RIGHT (above)
I
Nylon sotinett•.
Lace
trimmed
bodiceandhereline $2.99 /

To P
PLAIN AND
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K0- DEL FIBERFILL
0
0 LUXURIOUS NYLON LACE
I
1

00
0

I
I
11
00

/

Foundations Slim and Flatter ;I

STRETCH STRAP BRA

"SLIM BAND"
LONG-LEG

01
0
0

PANTIE GIRDLE;0

Rounds, Lifts and
Separates

Nylon lace cups lined
w ith 100%X odel* pal yester fiberfill. Comfortable non-curl adjustable stretch straps.
White only.
A—CLIPS

B—CUPS
32-38

Flatter your figure with 'r:i Blflex "SlimBand" girdle. Slim bands,flatten tummy
... flatter your waistline. Mode of Lycra*
power net in whit, only. Fbur detachable
garters . .. . S-M-L-XL.
*Reg. TM

I

C—CUPS
3440

Extra Sizes
2x-3x-4x-5x

$700

1
x
0
11/
I
Pr

\V•wwww--.
;
I
1
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1

Shadow panel nyl
so little core. [31
lace, applique
Adjustable strap
32 to 44.

a
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Please Her With
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by Burlington

PANTY
HOSE
for the smooth
non-stop
fashion look!

Opp

Seamless stretch nylon
mesh with nude heel.
Choose from fashion
shades of connamon,
debonair, sonata, black
pearl, dress blue and
Small,
teakwood,
medium, long and extra
long.

ON

IT OR
ETTE

NS$
NO-IRON
TRICOT

99

TRAVEL SET

ink, blue

. . . oven if you're only

vvl
lin•tle
i mated
11110‘18:191149

going as for as the door

PLAIN AND FANCY STYLES

SEAMLESS
NYLONS

LACE AND EMBROIDERY TRIM

1/11/9111844.

1
I
$299
it
; Shadow panel nylon tricotslips that require
so little core. Beautifully accented with
lace, applique and embroidery trims.
Adjustable straps. White only in sizes
32 to 44,

Beautifully trimmed nylon tricot gift slips
that will please any lady. Shadow panel
styles with adjustable straps. Trimmed
with lace,applique and embroidery. White
in sizes 32 to 48.

)LE1

NYLON TRICOT
ON NYLON SATIN

700
MAMMA

Cantrece II

SEAMLESS NOSE

Ladies' Plain or Fancy

"Slim tummy
Lycra*
chable
pg. TM

Man-tailored pajamas
with matching robe. Attroctive piping trim.
Choice of blue, pink,
gold, green and melon
in sizes S-M-L. *Reg.TM

Gift perfect nylons in deluxe
seamless mesh or plain weave
. reinforced heel and toe.
Fashion shades include teakwood,
sonata, debonair, cinnamon,
white and block pearl Sites 8%
to II

PANTIES
$11 00
pr.
Hollywood brief styles in plain and
fancy styles. White and assorted
pastels. Sizes 5 to 8.

EVE
COTTON OR ACETATE

Nude heel . . toiloraid too.
Cinnamon, teakwood, sonata,
debonair, dress blue and black
pearl. One sibs fits ifyi to It.

SPECIAL
FIRST OUAUTY
PLAIN OR MESH

SEAMLESS NYLONS
594 a Pair, or
Patented "no-bind" crotch
makes the difference. White
tricot knit acetate or cotton,
Sizes 5-6-7.
694
&Zig 89-10

Seamless nylon hose in mesh or
cinplain weaves. Solar
namon, navy, pecan and platina
Sixes 8% to I I.
1118U911(MIL110801111041188.1811111111119a

1498,
116 PAM& SCSIOxl
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boxed pdievr case sots
are sure So pins*
• ar colorful eambroidassigns
Gerais.
& ?An and His & Hen.
in a gift box.

GLASS
DRAPERIES
50:84 INCHES

Both towel and
attractini gift
colors and prini
colors.

0

1

I

,
1
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100% MIRED
i
POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS 5
V

27x48" HI-1.0 RAYON CUT PILE

I

SPECIAL
$488
141.

;
s
,,V
to.
6
h

$
4
9
9

THROWRUGS

A lovely gift idea for the
home that will provide poy
ond pleasure throughout the
year. Draperies of Fiberglas
a are all fashion, all pleasure
with none of the work or
P bother. Launder
beautifully
because they're made of
i fiberglass. White, green,
;
beige, melon and gold.

'299

ladoy's most popular fashion
fabric. Mochine ...nimble . . .
tumble dryoble. Saran' textured
_;
designs ill on moellent selection
ff
of colors including white, block,
8
green, red, navy, brown, royal,
✓
plum and orange.. 58/60 Inches
$ wide.
i/14.34:1 Mt/ICS'A Kt.Vii M 4•P`PA.CA. SCZ1

First quality hl-lo rayon pile on skidresistant bodi. Washable. Assorted
decorator colors.

New Beauty for Holiday Tables!
Add new charm to your dining table
for the festive holiday season ..
and year 'round, tool
NUL

COTTON-RAYON

IMPORTED DAMASK
TABLE CLOTH SETS
$
9GIP
BOXED
54x74-inch imported cotton
and royon damask cloth with
6 matching napkins in attractive gift box. Choice of white,
gold, pink and turquoise.

54112-INCII

VINYL LACE
TABLE CLOTHS
• triochino Washable
• Needs No Ironing

$399
The beauty of French Alencon lace with
the durability of carefree vinyl. Fully
lined. Choice of white, ecru, gold and
green. In attractive gift package.

starcorestspz• Tre'

el
f
e

eageloro

JACQUARD WEAVE

BEDSPREADS
Machine washable cotton bedspread in a
lovely lacquard weave that will odd charm
to any bedroom. Pre-shrunk . . . needs
no ironing. Fringe trim. Choice of white
and assorted solid colors,
Both towel and face cloth in
attractive gift box. Solid
colors and prints in assorted
colors..

rsoLsra.m.sra.Tm.

SC1 414.

Full Size Petti-Point Rose
FRINGED COLONIAL TYPE

BEDSPREADS

yt

A lovely spread for both traditional
and modern settings, Woven of 100%
cotton
. . reversible for double
wear. Deep tied fringe trim. White
and antique white for full size beds,
Va.

IACQZ:s..A. USE%PAlbOOKb 44.SC2,Mis

ililli!la Milftle.A.'Eft tea,!CS Wateta....cs3 TIlk1OZ
.
,

hill Size — Lint Free

$
Unt.tne*rayon lofting EMI good quality sheeting
Choice of whets or soiki

V

P

1 HOBNAIL SPREADS
11
Big
i
Value .... $599
a
i
it Lint-free bobs on quality sbeeting. to while
a only for double beds.

L
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FIBERWOVEN
ID....wow
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BLANKETS IN MATCHING COLORS
Polyester Blend — Nylon Bound

"AVON" REGULAR WEAVE

599

Polyest.r
$
and
Rayon
Blend
A napped Fiber woven blanket
blended of 50% Purrey* polyester
and 50% rayon. Washable . . . .
allergy free. In 6 decorator colors,
72x90 inch size. Nylon binding,

A 'writ, warm 100% polyester thermal
Wank& for all-sooson use White and
colors. 721110hstiik.
"Vitaligtala;tissietteepiciiiiimaititiogic

"AVORAIRE" TRERNAL

40%Purrey* polyester 35% rayon
-25% cotton . . in white and
solid colors to match the- "Avon"
blanket. Fiberfixed for lasting
beauty. Nylon binding. 72x90 inch

ny on nano.
I bed six.
In green, pink, blue and gold.
GUARANTEES 2 FULL TEARS!
1
stv,areseectaywintswietiostowitopwemabeoviok.m.riemmtt,,

t'f

miwilemeseste

Please Her on Christmas!
Satin Lined — Soft Sole

I

$11.99

Krinkled patent in t
black, red, blue, and f/

CHOICE OF

;

STYLES SHOWN
799

BROCADE PUMP

Women's
KRINKLED
PATENLITE

I 1 99;

andlU
Styled by Royal Moid with
smooth or krinkled uppers.
Novelty strap ond vamp
ornaments . . . newest heel
types. Choice of blue, block,
tan, brown and red, Sizes 5

Soft padded vinyl sole
. , satin lining and sox.
Matching French cord
binding. Pink, light blue,
gold and black. Sizes
5 to 10.

BOOTS
$799

4

;

to 10.

than;

mi.popn

i
.tyl.

I

Menl Fall i
buckles, s
fashions a
and black

Children's
VINYL
SIDE GORE

featur•d in black Pt
patenlit,
k rinkl•
Sizes 5 to 10

etVW*Mugitarestifinite
Printed cotton lining
and insole. Solt podded vinyl sole. Red,
royal and brown.
Sizes 5 to 2.

tiNe Aloft tad.rAti&elm!
New Selection of

BRIMMED PATENLITE
Priced At
Smooth and
Krinkle Patent
PRICED FROM
Exciting new styles for the holiday season and
early spring wear. Smart krinkle patenlites in
newest shades of black, red, navy ond brown.
Sizes 5 to 10.
STYLE "A"
Block or red krInkle patenlite 1 -strap with
, $5.99
novelty buckle

Loafer and strap styles with one or
two straps. Choose from styles shown
Composition soles.

Mack krinkle potenlite 2-strop. Rounded toe
„higher stocky heel .. . ,. . ... $7 99

Moc.toe looter with letrop vamp. Brown and
block krinkle patenlite. I

STYLE "A"

STYLE "C"
Navy, block or brown krinkle potenlite step-in
with novelty strap ornamented vamp.....$7.99

2$44.

$4.99

STYLE "W'
Brown twinkle I -strap with novelty toe. Sites
10 to 4.

$5.99

STYLE "C"
STYLE "D"
Brown hankie patenlite pump with medb.km heel.
Rounded toe.

Brown smooth 2.strap with novelty tne. Size.
10 to 4.

$6.99

Wide wale corduroy on
loom on terry cloth
upper. Terry cloth insole. Crepe sole and
heel. Burnished gold
and loden gr••n.
Sizes Th to 6.

8119
IIMSZNMA, MELIms

sole
I sox.
cord
blue,
Sizes

INA

Nisae VEA TOSIMIIMLYAM

=butyang

Men! Be Ready for the Busy Season with a Pair of New

COMFORTABLE STRAP AND BUCKLE LOAFERS
P
i

'ROY
r1SIN

99

rduroy coo
.rry cloth
do* Insole and
hod gold
gr••n.

Men! Fall into step with shoes that fit the fashion of the day. Fall out in
buckles, squared-off toes and sexy straps. The new affordable shoe
fashions are here, NOW! Choose from styles shown in tan, brown
/
2 to 11.
and black. Sizes 61

OXFORDS
LOAFERS

399

$899 to

Tough Golden Glove Leather
sun
p

8-INCH BOOTS

Smooth and Crushed
Grain Uppers
Youths' Sizes
81h to 3

$899

Made of tough glove-soft
leather with air-cushion soles
that assure lightweight, longwear and lasting comfort.

1, $5.5
X
V Give Him
V
A Pair Of

Lace oxfords, strap oxfords and
loafers .. select from newest
styles in block or tan. Smooth
and crushed uppers . . long
wearing soles and heels. Black
and ton in sizes 8% to 3 and 34
to 6.

I
I

I

Infants'
Sizes 4 to 8
Youths'
Sizes 81,4 to 3

$6"

$79$j

$999
Boys'
Sizes 3Yr to 6
Compare our low prices
on quality cowboy boots.
Always a favorite with the
oungsters. Flat heel style.
BRONZE
COLOR

1
1
;
to
fil

COMFORTABLE

SLIPPERS

;
V

ti
V

Sure to Be On His
He'll enjoy his leisure flours more
with a pair of "Little Falls"
slippers. Select from the styles
shown above. Sixes 6 to 13.

I
S
Or

$499 $599 ;
CORDUROY MOCCASIN Wide
wale corduroy on foam on terry.
Crepe sole and heel. Several
S499
colors

I
VINYL OPERA. Felt lining and
%
: insole. Soft padded vinyl sole.
Black and dark brown. . . SS 99
✓

;
1
C
IP

1

VINYL OPERA Moccasin toe
; styles. Crepe sole and heel
Block and dark brown. . . 55 99
111
2111111MiSISYDIS991101041011119110!LSISME

ll
r

a
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STORES

rilDRINALII*11991191191111111711$995•0911.991111

Permanent Press

Ladies'
tvs

LONG SLEEVE
COAT DRESS
Contrasting
Saddle Stitch Accent

I

ijjI

;COATS
;$1099

Blended of 65% Dacron polyno ironester and 35%cotton
ing needed. Long sleeves .
long pointed collar . . 2-button
cuffs . . 2 iumbo pockets
and self belt. Smartly accented
with saddle stitching. Navy, red
and brown in sizes 10 to 20.

V
,17

;Girls Machine Washablei

KNIT SHIRTS
AND PANTS

SANE STYLE IN NALF SIZES
00
Some description as above $6
except roll-up sleeves.

A Special Purchase
Just in Time For
Christmas Shopping

9 1931
.
9111997191101116W94,8131:1$`9011111414111119M$

Flat or Bulky Knit

ORLON * ACRYLIC
CARDIGANSf
$799

100% NYLON PULLOVER not shown)
short sleeves. White, red
Crew neck .
$1 OS
and navy solids. Sixes 710 It

Double
breasted
boy coat with bat
mocoan
collar.
Water
repellent
..
waski 'n wear
finish.
041111SW00,
checks, solid pop
Pins, pindots and
plaids.
motchstidi
Navy, oyster, ale,
brown
raspberry,
and green. 8 to
Is.

V

Pre-Christmas Sale

GIRLS' COATS

. ,.
, i. A
t;.!, : ii•

1

NYLON POLYESTER PULLOVER. Shown
above. Short sl•ev• style with front pocket.
Blue, green, red and na•y stripws. 7-14.
$1..

am
• 12i1 :. :a.i: •
jisui
11ill
11.
li0.11 i

NYLON DOUBLE KNIT PANTS Fiore
leg style for little girls with elasticized
waist. Mochine washable Assorted colors.
S1 111
Sixes 3 to 6x.

First quality in beautiful
shades of white, maize,
blue, green and cherry.
Flat or novelty knits in
sizes 34 to 46.
Dupont TM

NYLON DOUBLE KNIT PANTS. Flare
leg style for big girls. Mochine washable.
Stitched crease. Nary, powder, red, yellow
and green. Sises 7 to Id.
$299

=

vassal

143815111119/4
,41,

,•••••• r

; Compare at
512"—NOW

;

$600

5.

All Purpose

sl

._

Sixes for 3$o 6x
Regularly $17.99

$1 1188
Sizes for 7o 14
Regularly $19.95

$ii 688
Double breasted styles with Iamb
ancl/or wet look collars and
trim. Laminated plaids, tweeds
or checks in brown, grown, blue
or gold.

0

taiwovalsaminasswomiasaimis9115199114

CHRISTMAS EXCITEMENT IN FASHION-RIGHT ACCESSORIES
Ladies' Head and Neck
CHRISTMAS HANDBAGS
The Perfect Gift For Any
SCARVES
Lady On Your List
•
$100 999
Ladies
I Stretch
; DRESS GLOVES
me.

•

Ic

*se

0 $1 00 $1 99
11 Short and bracelet length slip-ons
.
)
with embroidery trims. Double woven
a nylon in white, block, brown, beige
P and navy. A/B stretch sixes.

I

1

Assorted solids and prints in
rayon twills, challis, acetate
crepes and chiffons Good selection
of colors

•

Sashes

• Ascots

Itimamemitamosvaimissimossomnali
imaisswimmavalligiAtiaMilasvaigisze

• ...r•
•• ASA
• •••••••••

ItiVailorsONIIPSIONMS

$1.99 Values

I

Popcorn effect beret or
loop stitched with poarl
trim. White, block, red,
moss, royal, hot pink, gold,
i
beige ond brown. virmitr

liPPP1111111111110111

$399

100% Acrylic Knit

V

Frame, pounch, vagabond and short
shoulder bags bronco grain, galaxy
krinkle, krinkle patent and kid-kaf. In
smart colors to harmonize with the newest fashions.

CNOICE OF
MANY STYLES

o.:•••

• Rectangles

LADIES' MATS g

1,9:01,011116,111111■4161110/111111111$111/1111111/1 $

• -7 1+•;..;?`
:—

••

• Minis
• Squares

Hand Crocheted Acrylic

$177

11.0°
%
0. •
.
"0

GIFT

GLOVES I
100
1 pr.

1

Full fashioned . . . fancy cuffs. Red,
brown, black ond bolo.. Stretch sixes.,

vaiwissitiviewrivisiossisiii

• Block
• Brown
• Ci•wionion

• Ginger
• Bronze
• Sabl•
• Birch

•••••

• •

•I•-•

4
Ad

4

•
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itticompamiwasommisumwsw3Ksame.mietio.gz,
1s Men's Permanent
Press ;

BOYS'
PERMANENT
PRESS

/
CASUAL'
PANTS 1i
Choice of

//
1

SPORT

QUILT LINED
For That
Extra Warmth

SHIRTS
$399

Cuffed or
Uncuffed Styles

$595

Long sleeve styles with spread
or long-point collars. Polyester-cotton blends never
need ironing. Good selection
of solids, stripes and plaids
n shades of blue, olive, curry
•nd gold. Sizes 6 to 18.

Tapered leg casual
pants in blends of polyester and cotton thot
never need Ironing.
Two front swing pockets . . . two cut-in
hip pocketi,_144pivy,
loden, old gold, charcoal, blue and black in
sizes 28 to 42.

Boys'
NO-

IRON

Boys' Permanent Press Solid Color

DRESS SHIRTS
$399

CASUAL PANTS
WIDE-WALE
CORBIROY

Mature Men's

CASUAL PANTS I

tmas Sale

'COATS

$695

for 310 6x
iffy $17.99

488
for 7 to 14
any $19.95

Closeout! Special

Lot of

Long sleeve styles with long point
and spread collars . . . 21ouf1r-sn
cuffs. Solid colors in shades of
blue, gold and green. Sizes 6 to 20.

00

$1095

SHIRT AND TIE SETS
$495
shirt with matching tie.
Blurs, gold, green and
brown. Gift boxed. 6-18.

698

fed styles with lamb
look collars and
ted plaids, tweeds
brown, green, blue

RIES
kGS

Permanent Press

BOYS' PAJAMAS

I UNDERWEAR

Polyester-cotton blends In tapered
leg styles. Green, black, gold,
navy, blue and charcoal.

Boys' Fruit-of-the-Loom

A f

BRIEFS, T-SHIRTS;

$299

I • Briefs
• T-Shirts
• Atli. Shirts
$II

Boys', 6-18

$350 $300

SlialellilliteelP6SUM Welflerizal3K5MeiSolte04911131‘91

MeltWIlialigaillattgiara

tor.

CASUAL PANTS
Prep, 26-32

Heavy wide•wole corduroy
shell with worm quilted lining
to keep out chilling breezes.
Bulky knit multicolor collar
. . . heavy weight knit cuffs.
Bronze ond beechleal. 610 16.

long ,i..ve, long pornt

Men's Hanes

Tapered and flare leg styles in
polyest•r•rayon or polyester
cotton blends thof never need iron
mg. Select from shod., of green,
navy, charcoal, block, brown and
gold in sizes 6 to 20.

Zip-Off Hood

Boys' Gift Boxed

V

MEN'S CASUAL PANTS
$
65% Dacron• poly•ster - 35% cotton
or 50% Kodel. polyester-50% cotton
blends that need no ironing. Solids and
fancies. Glean, gold, black, navy, blue
Rug. TM',
and charcoal. 28 to 42.

$495

BOYS' PARKA

Long leg, long sleeve coot
style blended of Kodel'
First quality cotton
polyester and cotton. P
knit briefs and TGreen, blue and gold in I I
shirts.
sizes 6 to 18.
VPfel
....0.01001‘.10142040111KOKBMIemitzloiNeaso flaBlit
ipateclielfanlinifet Iftielblesseoftelliceelltier
PlaitansteMealeteintatilitilleillaseisiagainalatielar

15
0a.

I

V I BOYS' SWEATERS

GIFT ROBES

$399

100% Acrylic

1

Boys' Warm Printed Flannel

• V-neck Pullovers
• (*button Cardigans

I

i
11
II
it Self belt style with wide lay; Novelty weaves, stripes and
back collar and two pockets. Blue,
;; solids navy,avocado,blue and
green, brown and gray plaids.
I
I brown.8 to 18.
ININKWOKSWIKINSIUNAWKolisio.11 •
11b0KILIIKelneilltinKOKSoMmieeteeillto
sitsvamstinNissimilittimmarmasigailm
juncomowarcsmausicesimmicsatirailarliro*sumam. fewsucensetwaraossati wasvinsumcstacsusessiorivotat R
Long Sleeve
75% Orlon° Acrylic
BOYS' FLANNEL LINEN
25% Nylon
CAPESKIN
1 I

ANES

Sizos
6 to 18

oi.40

$495

a

wit

Boys'

'299

49'r.
SIM

Ribbed crew styles in shod., of block,
white, navy, olive, dark brown, light blue,
gold ond light spoon. Sued sizes 6 P
loll.
51111.1115111611111k111118118111018i181.0118‘91111.1121111311113111[111811

COTTON KNIT SHIRTS

DRESS GLOVES I /

BOYS' CREW SOCKS

316

siftsirs.

Genuinecopeskin leather with
pig-tax grain, Saddle stitched
fingers. Block in sizes S-M.
iseisimisoKstsouse

1111(

High Crew Neck Style
20
0
$

A

I

11
I
I

Assorted stripes, solids and
I
novelty weaves in blue, gold, I
green, maroon, brown and 2
r
gray. Sizes 6 to 18.
1ceireetritetireafitaieetierritatriaiMirelekliresiriceei 1511
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DRESS SHIRTS

I

Assorted Stripe
and Solid Colors

.___.".

95

.%KJ • Gold $
• Blurs • Brown
• Green • Gray

:
Men's 100%

A wonderful gilt for the man on your list.
Newest fashion colors in stripes and solids.
Polyester-cotton blends never need ironing.
Saes 14 to 17
Spread and button down cams
Solids, stripes and checks in blue,
gray, green or brown. All cotton
and polyester cotton blends.
1417.

KNIT SHIRTS

ii 2

Permanent Press

i GIFT
;
ROBES
1
1 For Your

$R00

1 'Male" List
I

II $795
I

i
for lir
Solids, stripes ond novelty
1
..
weov•s. Long sl
—a
high aew neck Assorted
11
colors. S-1A-L.XL.
2
Bli..6.31MAIIIILIFKI211131611CB2111.1117ista

I
i

Wrap your lowordo mole
in one of the worn. poly*sift-cotton robes. Choke
of red, blue or green.
S A44. XL
Individually
boxed.

Men's Pile Lined
WIDE WALE
CORDUROY
Exciting New Patterns In

NORFOLK
JACKETS

GIFT TIES
Excellent Gifts and
Priced For Savings

Men's

$1895

Wido wale cotton corduroy shell
with worm acrylic pile lining and
coflor. Full belt with tunnel loops
two potdi pockets. Brown and
green in saw 36 to 46.

4-inch widths in assorted stripes,
solids and novelty patterns. Choose
from acetates and Dacron* polyesters in shades of gold, green,
blue, brown and gray.
5TAlkIPB154:1$1115111k

THERMAL
UNDERWEAR
each
99 piime
Long slows*, acre
nods shirts
long leg pants.
Cotton-poly•ster
blend.

Men's Permanent Press

PORT SHIRTS
• Popular Mew Solids
• Distindive Stripes
• Colorful Plaids

Men's
FoR UNA)
GIFT
Lai Arm Myies with medium synod and long
pilot foolbles C10011 Chooser horn 451 Clocroo•

GLOVES

polyester-35kCOK011 and SO/ Fortrol• polyester
50%00W blends In fabrics that new., need Penh..2.1uatien cults. Sizes $-M-L-XL
• Registered TM's

ond conon blends in Fon. I
Gemini. caposkin loather w Compare, at $.3.99 Auto 6 ci•s and solids.
with rabbit fur lining. I roans type. Stool Irones ... w sloovos, long loge Long
Moo
Slack in
S-M-L.Xl. / block ocelot. constr.
il gray, ton and groan. Sloes /
o
A-S-C4).
•-• •cs esm MISSMCSRIrib IMILIatVS
fitiliallaA‘91:10kIPIP/Pl
NI
0"
1

1

1

11

1
1

I

SWEATERS
Kodel* Polyester-Wool
and Orlon* Acrylics

1
GIFT BMA)

6 ANKLETS
I

/
/

i
11

A

ban or $
3 pair

I
$
g

99 ;
;

MM'S STR_:TCH

I

ANKLETS I

49c

Pr•
100% a
ankh nylon ribbed I
and •lostic top styles. I
Bock
l
navy, brown, ChOf•
cool and groom Stretch /

PILAIS GIFT

1

ANKLETS I
it
P
slop,

Ribbed crew and •lastIc
755 Orlon. oayii,25% I
top styles in block, navy.
; stretch nylon anklet, in
white, blue gold, spoon,I
solid colors . . . blurt, $
y•Ilow, ckarcoal and
brown, green and gold.
brown. Stristch time 10-13.
f MI.
•'lassee eeSiziemifialt1011111311411MISMssonemmitscsacircstilleceitwaratuaissigirowt
;

Men's Pullover
or Button-Front

11

Ili

1
/
i

3
i
I

1
11

Whether you choose a crew-neck pullover or a smart button-front cardigan
. you're sure to please that man.
Polyester ond wool blends and Orion'
°alai( knits in shades of brown, blue,
green and gold. S-M-1.-XL.
•

Tremendous selection of smart new casual
styles in rich Blacks and Antique Browns.
Specially priced for This event.

tAsn's

TNENNAL
NDERWEAR
1 99 lac'mache
I shirts
. .
ng
leg
pants.
otton.polyester
lend.

tont Press

FIIRTS
Sands
Stripa•

hoe spread ad long
hoes 655 Docron•
111Fortrel• po/yester
thot serer *sal Iron
-XL
• Rogrsteral

LADIES'

SPORT
SHIRTS

PANTIES

100% NYLON — 100% RAYON

SØc

NEVER NEED IRONING EVER!
Values to $4.00

TAILORED OR
LACE TRIMMED
•
WHITE AND
PASTEL
5-10 and S-M-L

• NEWEST STYLES
• LONG SLEEVES
• GREAT COLORS
MEN'S
S-M-L-XL

OTHERS..• 49c

23
FOR

REGULAR $3.00 EACH

PLUSH ANIMALS
Here's a gift everyone will enjoy . . .
plump cherries dipped in chocolate.
10/
1
2-0Z. BOX

I•

I

•

1111
FA11

100% BONDED ORLON ACRYLIC

NEW LOOK PANT SUITS
GIRLS SIZES 4-12
Four "with it" jumper/pant outfits for "in"
girls. Wear juniper or slacks separately or
as a set. Flare leg pants have stretch waist.
Great style at low sale price.

Ell

LADIES' 8-18 AND 141/2-221/2
Smart look for the Holidays . .. finely fashioned
pant suits of 100°4 bonded DuPont® Orlon acrylic
in soft grey or Navy Blue. All have short sleeves,
slightly flared wide legs and elegant white trim.

•
NAVY
RED
GREEN
PURPLE
BROWN
•
SENSATIONAL
SAVINGS

FOUR
HI-FASHION
STYLES
•
GREY
NAVY BLUE

EN1

Li
DRES:

Fashionable dri
the right size,
nylon and new
Some are pile I
Come in and SE

SA
YOU
OUR REG.

$15.00
NOW
YOU
OUR REG.

$26.00
NOW
YOU
OUR REG.

$38.00
NOW

PLUS

11114444/14 11111

ii

FANTASTIC VALUES ON

FINE WINTER

NATURAL CURL
24 FLATTERING SHADES
100% DYNEL SHAG

A straight wig with slight wave,
stretch cap. Long tapered back.
100% KANEKALON LONDONER

Features low shaggy neckline,
gay guiche curls, stretch cap.

ENTIRE COLLECTION
LADIES'-CHILDREN'S
DRESS OR CASUAL STYLES
Fashionable dress and car-coats just right for you ... the right style,
the right size, the right price. Cotton corduroy, all wool, 100%
nylon and new wet look fashions in solid colors, checks and plaids.
Some are pile lined. The colors are great ... the styles even greater.
Corne in and see how much you save during this once-a-year coat sale.

OUR
REG

$14.88
100% DYNEL PARTED WIG

Medium short parted wig on
stretch cap with tapered back.
100% DYNEL DUTCH BOY

Exciting style ...straight bangs,
flip curl at sides. c' 3tch cap.

SAVINGS LIKE THESE
FOR THIS EVENT
YOU SAVE $3.00
OUR REG.

/2

$15.00

$21.00

NOW

NOW

YOU SAVE $5.00
OUR REG.

32/

$32.00

NOW

NOW

YOU SAVE $8.00

3

YOU SAVE $6.00
OUR REG. 326

$26.00

OUR REG. 33

/7

YOU SAVE $4.00
OUR REG.

YOU SAVE $10.00
OUR REG.

$38.00

$42.00

NOW

NOW

332

PLUS MANY OTHER GREAT BUYS!

DRESS AND CASUAL

HANDBAGS
YOUR FAVORITE STYLES
BRIGHT METAL TRIMS
NEW FALL COLORS
SAVINGS PRICED!

SAVE
NOW... DURING

N‘Vifft'

QUILTED
ROBES
100% NYLON

OUR "JE
FIRS1

POLYESTER FIBER FILLED
LACE, RIBBON, APPLIQUE TRIMS

FULL LENGTH
A cheery collection of
pastel colors styled in
"to - the - floor" robes
of polyester filled,
back - to - back nylon.
Lovely trims ... lovely gift.
LADIES' 10-18

REG
$1

New two-wa
sures smooth
SAYE $1.06

SLIGHT
OF $2.00

DUSTER LENGTH

Our lowest r
panty hose.
SIZES

Gay prints or solid
color quilted robes
in your most wanted
waltz length styles.
Beautifully trimmed.
LADIES' 10-18

100% NYLON
PEIGNOIRS

COTTON FLANNEL
GOWNS

GOWN AND LOUNGE COAT
SHEER, ROMANTIC STYLES

FULL LENGTH — LONG SLEEVES
SOFT, FULL-CUT, WARM

2-Pc. peignoir sets of 1000/,, nylon tricot.
Mini or waltz length with lace, applique,
ribbon trim. With or without sleeves.

Long gowns of 1000/,, cotton flannelette styled
for comfort with long sleeves in assorted pastel prints and solid colors.

LADIES S-M-L
PICK A
PRETTY
PASTEL
•
GREAT
FOR YOU.
GIFTABLE
TOO

II(

LADIES' 32-48

GIVE
HER
A Gin'
SHE'LL
LOVE

SHA

SOFT — WAI
COLIFORTAI
Pink or Moo
uppers. Soft
SIZES S-113

II

ED

PANTY HOSE

(000/ NYLON
OUR "JEANNE" BRAND
HRST QUALITY

ON

IRIS ROBES
QUILTED NYLON • POLYESTER FIBER ALL

WALTZ LENGTH

FULL LENGTH

3-6X and 7-14

Sixes 7-14

PETITE

.LED
IE 'TRIMS

AVERAGE

TN

TALL
EXTRA TALL
Here's the long and short of "at home" fashion for girls.
Heaven prints and solid colors of back-to-back nylon...
quilted to polyester fiber fill. Roomy, warm, wonderful.
Colors and styles to please ... at a remarkable low price.

New two-way stretch yarn assures smooth fit. Smartest shades.
SAVE SLOG ON A 3-PAIR BOX

SLIGHT IRREGULARS
OF $2.00 FIRST QUALITY

IGTH

LAVISHLY TRIMMED IN
LACE, RIBBON, APPLIQUE

Our lowest price ever on quality
panty hose. Newest colors.
SIZES S-M-MT-T

TOPS ON EVERY GIRLS'
CHRISTMAS WISH LIST

wints or solid
quilted robes
most wanted
length styles.
fully trimmed.

IIES' 10-18

,NNEL
SLEEVES
ARM

FOR THE LADY OF LEISURE

HOUSE SLIPPERS
GREAT
GIFT
IDEA

Ielette styled
assorted pas_

SHAGGIES

:2

1

SOFT — WARM
COMFORTABLE
Pink or blue Oat
uppers. Soft soles.
SIZES S-10

MOCCASINS
ACRYUC PLUSH
COLLAR
Ornament or brocade vamp styles.
SIZES 4-10, 7-3

REG.

$2.00

II I IICI 4

I

SAVE
NOW ... DURING

WARING SIX SPEED

utrolicilER

NAND MIXER

SHARPENS KNIVES AND SCISSORS

FINGER-T1P DIAL CONTROL

— immoi

SINGLE ACTION POWER PIERCE
Effortless opening . . . zips open any
can, any size—any shape. Removable
cuffing wheel for easy cleaning.
SPECIAL
HONING WHEEL
KEEPS KNIVES
PRECISION SHARP
•
RETRACTABLE
TABLE BRACE

000

OVER-SIZE BEATERS
6-Speed selector located under your thumb
. . . handy for every mixing job. Beater
ejector, just press, beaters eject.
SMART NEW DESIGN
•
BALANCES PERFECTLY
IN YOUR HAND,
ON ITS BASE
OR ON THREE POINT
HEEL REST ON COUNTER

ONE-YEAF

HAMILTON BEACH

TWO APPUANCES IN ONE BY MUNSEY

ELECTRIC KNIFE

BAKER-BROILER

PRECISION GROUND STAINLESS STEEL BLADES
8-FOOT PERMANENTLY ATTACHED CORD

BAKES — BROH_S — TOASTS — GRILLS — WARMS
VARIABLE CONTROL SETTINGS UP TO 500 DEGREES

Slim, easy-grip handle with convenient on-off
button. Stainless steel- blades. Built-in counter
rest. Large blade release button. Easy to clean.

88

Functional, decorative addition
to any kitchen. Large enough to
prepare food for entire family.

5-YEAR
GUARANTEE

44-OUNCE TYRIL CONTAINER
CORD STORAGE WELL

FREE
BLENDER
COOKROOK

GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR

WEST BEND AUTOMATIC

COFFEE URN
MAKES TWELVE TO THIRTY CUPS
KEEPS COFFEE SERVING HOT

Add the professional touch to your cooking. New
modern pushbutton styling with 840 watt motor.
Stop-'n-go touch control. Powerful ... Versatile.
• GRATES
• MIXES
• CHOPS
• UQUIRES

cass•roles, k

jAi

EACH
8-spilli BON BLINDER
• STIRS
• PUREES
• CREAMS
• WHIPS

High dome
extra capac

88

Brews finest coffee every time. Coffee perks in
seconds, then stays serving hot automatically.
No-drip self-dosing faucet. Cord attached.
SLEOU.Y
DESIGNED OF
STAINLESS STEEL
•
BLACK ACCENTS

6

11111414441111

DUTCH

a

SHETLAND
FLOOR POLISHER

PROCTOR CITATION

4-SLICE TOASTER

ERS
tar your Thumb
g job. Beater
•i•ct.

;88

AND RUG CLEANER

THERMOSTATIC POP-UP WITH COLOR GUARD
EASY-TO-CLEAN DESIGN
The ultimate in elegant beauty and
contemporary design. Chrome
with white framed end panels.
•

TWO-YEAR GUARANTEE
Take the drudgery out of washing and
waxing floors, shampooing carpets with
this labor saver. Includes accessories.

ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE
•

DOMINION 12-INCH

SEY

3-PC. ACCESSORY KIT

HIGH-DOME VENTED COVER
TEFLON II COATING PREVENTS STICKING
High dome vented cover gives
*row'
extra capacity for stews, roasts,
casseroles, baking. Blue finish.

1488

•

COMPLETELY IMMERSIBLE
DETACHABLE HEAT CONTROL

CANISTER VAC
8-PC. ACCESSORY KIT

UFT-OUT DEEP FRY BASKET
REMOVABLE ALUMINUM FRY WELL
Most versatile, easy-to-clean, easy-to-use
appliances ever designed. Thermostatically controlled to 400 degrees.

ONE-YEAR GUARANTEE
Automatic cord rewind. Power
dial, foot pedal on/off switch,
and jumbo whoek.

2988

FRIES
STEWS
STEAMS
ROASTS

USE AS DEEP FRYER,
DUTCH OVEN, CASSEROLE, WARMER

41,.....••••••••••••••-

19

SHETLAND-LEWYT

COOKER-FRYER

111

Total vacuum power. Two-speed motor. Power
dial, exclusive mid-grip handle, snap-stand to
let it stand alone, accessories.
TWO-SPEED
MOTOR
•
TWO-YEAR
GUARANTEE

1 2-QUART
MUNSEY 6/

ffee perks in
automatically.
attached.

SHETLAND DELUXE

SWEEPER VAC

ROAST 1 FRYER

4RMS
EGREES

2988

•

141

*441116

FANTASTIC SAVINGS ON THE Si

GLASS

BOWL AND 12 CUPS
LADLE — 12 HOOKS

CLOCK RADIO
SLIM LINE WALNUT FINISH CABINET
Hi-impact walnut grain plastic cabinet in slim line de2-in. speaker.
1
sign. Rotary vernier tuning dial. 3/
Switchable AFC for FM. Music or buzzer alarm.

ADMIR,

SOUNDWAVE

REALTONE DIGITAL

3-BAND RADIO

FABULOUS AM-FM AND SW SOUND
AC/DC Solid State. Padded black vinyl
carry case. Dual speakers. Slide rule
tuning. Telescope antenna.

95

IP

95

9-CUP GLASS

COFFEE MAKER

PANASONIC PORTABLE

PROCTOR SILIDC

TAiiNEitiarREDER
BOWL LIFTS
OUT

BOLERO RADIO
SOLID STATE CONSTRUCTION
Clever Ball-n-Chain design radio
in shining red, white and blue.
Built-in antenna, earphone jack.

WITH MICROPHONE, EARPHONES, BATTERIES
Record or play cassette tapes.
Has rewind and fast forward
features. It goes anywhere.

4 CERAMIC MUGS
METAL TREE

C.)
000000000000000000000000000000000

SWINGIN'
NEW
CONCEPT
IN
RADIO
DESIGN

TELEVISION

FREE SNAP-ON SUNSCREEN
Solid state all channel portable operates on AC, car
and boat batteries or rechargeable battery.

TY TRAYTABLES
— CONSOLE
UT FINISH

RECHARGEABLE

BATTERY
FOR "SHARP TV

19

WALI

FOUR TRA
Ns
irn
Cc

05

000000000000000000000000000000000,.)000000000001

ANYONE CAN PLAY A

SHARP 9-INCH PORTABLE

CHERRYWOOD

CLOI

AM-FM INST)
Excellent clock rad
ance plus elegant st
to music control.*

MAGNUS CHORD 0

CHORDS AND MELODIES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
TWO BEAUTIFUL MODELS—BOTH WITH BENCH, MUSIC R

CONSOLETTE
12 Chord buttons and
37 ivory tone treble
keys. Removable legs.
Mahogany polysterene
cabinet. On/Off
switch.

SET INCLUDES
CAR CIGAR-LIGHTER CORD
FOR I2-VOLT CAR/BOAT
BATTERY OPERATION

CONSOLE

Handsomely styl
woodgrain finish c,
met with foot pe
volume control.
Chord buttons.
Treble keys.

36 198

FULL YEAR WARRANTY

000000000000

2 SHELVES
12 APOTHECARY JARS
2 DRAWERS

ON THE SOUNDS OF MUSIC
REALTONE

ADMIRAL SOLID STATE

5-BAND RADIO

CLOCK RADIO

SHORTWAVE, AM, FM, AIR, POLICE BANDS
Dual speakers. Push-button channel selector. Slide rule tuning.
Replacement Guarantee.

AM-FM INSTANT PLAY — NO TUBES
Excellent clock radio performance plus elegant styling. Wake
to music control. 4-In. speaker.

95

10

ON
Jesign radio
and blue.
phone jack.

DRIFT
FREE
•
STATIC
FREE

NOW
SALE
PRICED

TONEX

EDUCRAFT

WALKIE-TALKIE

4-SPEED PHONO

FOUR TRANSITOR SOLID STATE
2-mile min1
New Ranger model has/
imum range with volume control.
Complete with batteries.

MANUAL OPERATION
4-Speed player with 45-rpm
adapter. Dual stylli with cartridge in durable carry case.

1295

th-MILERANGE
GREAT GIFT
AT THIS
LOW PRICE

EACH

95
)

l00000000ch000c000000000toc000000000000
ANYONE CAN PLAY A

S CHORD ORGAN

vIELODIES AT YOUR FINGERTIPS IN MINUTES
—BOTH WITH BENCH, MUSIC RACK, 3 MUSIC BOOKS

DLETTE
buttons and
tone treble
lovable legs.
polysterene
On/Off

CONSOLE
Handsomely styled
woodgrain finish cabinet with foot pedal
volume control. 12
Chord buttons. 37
Treble keys.

19

Illtfital I

000000000000000000000000000000000

REALTONE AM/FM

STEREO•PI10110
MULTIPLEX MUSIC SYSTEM
Automatic BSR 4-speed changer. Light tone arm. Ceramic
cartridge. Balance controls.
Sapphire stylus. Dust cover.
2 DUO-CONE
SPEAKERS
INPUT, OUTPUT AND
HEADPHONE JACKS

f4,
LADY SUNBEAM

LADY VANITY LIGHTED

HAIR DRYER

MAKEUP MIRROR

CAP AND HOSE STORE IN CASE
DRIES HAIR FAST, THOROUGHLY
Slim, stylish, portable purse size plastic
carry case contains fast-action hair dryer
with 4-position heat control.

SHADOWLESS BALANCED LIGHT IDEAL FOR MAKEUP
STANDARD AND MAGNIFIED MIRRORS
Shadow-free filtered light is perfect for every makeup detail. Filter
shield flips to change soft pink light to clear blue for day or night
use. Two-sided mirror for no-glare, no-distortion images.

ONE YEAR
REPLACEMENT
GUARANTEE
EASY TO CARRY

LADY SUNBEAM

CLAIROL ELECTRIC

ELECTRIC SHAVER

HAIR SETTER

MICRO-TWIN SHAVING HEAD
FAST, SAFE, SMOOTH FEMININE GROOMING
Two shaving heads, one for underarms, one for legs. Attractive
soft pastel blue. Color coordinated medallion shimmers like a jewel.
Packaged in a smart gift case.

88

PACKED IN
DELUXE
GIFT BOX
AT SPECIAL
LOW PRIC.E1

FRANCIS HARRIET

DELUXE MOLDB) LUGGAGE

!AMBLE BATH
IN GLASS DECANTER
ASSORTED FRAGRANCES
23 ounces of scented bubbling bath
oil in a beautiful decanter.
... looks
exactly like heavy cut crystal.

COMPARE
AT

20 ROLLERS — 6 JUMBO, 10 LARGE, 4 SMALL
INSTANT HEATING SYSTEM
Compact, slim design ... less than 2/
1
2-inches
deep. Contains large, no-distortion, face-size
mirror and special clip compartment.

c

3-PIECE SET

16-IN. VANITY, 2I-IN. WEEKENDER, 26-IN. PULLMAN
REGULAR $30.00
Lustrous grain vinyl covering cleans with
damp cloth. Unbreakable handles. New
recessed locks. Mirror, pocket in vanity.

1988
II 114144141111
$1.25

R MAKEUP
RS
up detail. Filter
or day or night
ages.

COATED OPTICS — CENTER FOCUS
WITH CARRYING CASE
Brings action seven times closer to
you. Gives clearest images from
dawn to dusk. Lightweight.

FITS ALL DRILL ATTACHMENTS
WITH IV JACOBS GEARED CHUCK AND KEY
Power packed to rip into toughest
wood and other materiek 1200 RPM.
Capacity in wood /
1
4", in steel %".

ROYAL RANGER

TYPEWRITER
42 KEYS-84 CHARACTERS-PICA TYPE
vering cleans with
We handles. New
, pocket in vanity.

FIVE-YEAR WARRANTY
Line finder and selector lever. Hideaway paper support. Carriage release,
return. Removable top cover.

THREE MICROGROOVE FLOATING HEADS
WITH POP-UP SIDEBURN TRIMMER
Floating heads glide over skin
for 35% closer, more comfortable shave every time.

HOT LATHER

DISPENSING UNIT FROM SCHICK

WITH TWO REFILL CARTRIDGES
Gives hot lather comfort in
an instant. All electric . . .
heats in seconds.

BE CAREFUL HOW HE USES

HAI KARATE

SAVE ON
REGULAR SCENT

SPICE OR LIME
REG. $1.75

STYLE-RIGHT JACKET VALUES
MEN'S S-M L- XL,36- 46
BOYS' SIZES
6-18

POPULAR MODELS

MOST WANTED STYLES

Norfolk:, Surcoats, Bushcoats, Cossack styles, fine
wool blend C.P.O. shirts...
all sale priced. Quilt and
pile lined. Newest colors.
REGULAR TO $14.99

Very right for now. Warm pile or
guilt lined jackets of 100% cotton
corduroy in western and hooded
styles. Some Sherpa trimmed. Plus
pile lined, wool blend C.P.O. shirts.
' REGULAR TO $8.99

S-T-R-E-T-C-H

"DODGE CITY"

CREW SOCKS

COWBOY BOOTS

1007,, TOP GRADE ORLON ACRYLIC
WIDE COLOR CHOICE

BLACK WITH WHITE INSERTS
AUTHENTIC STYLING

ACRYLIC ORLON•NYLON•BANLON

MEN'S SOCKS
RIB KNIT ANKLETS AND CREWS
FASHION COLORS

LEATHER
UPPERS
•
SQUARE
TOES
•
WESTERN
HEELS
IN GOLD GIFT BOX
FITS 10.13

BOYS' SIZES
81
/
2-3

YOU
SAVE

VALUES TO 69e PR.
FITS 10-13

1111144441141111

4

Expertly cut, flawlessly tailored in the most popular double breasted
style. Matching pants and jacket for the older boy. For the little
fella, a blazer with contrasting pants, or dress suits. All in rich
new colors. A real buy at this low price.
VALUES TO $20.00

14

No need to ever iron these pajamas ... they're Permanent Press. Roomy, comfortable, full cut coat styles in
•solid colors or fancy prints.

4

4

.

4

4

4

COAT STYLES
SOLID COLORS
FANCY PRINTS
•
MEN'S A-8-C-D

HI-FASHION

NECKTIES
FOUR-IN-HAND — REDI-TIED

EVERY MAN'S IDEA OF COMFORT

OPERA SLIPPERS
SOFT, SUPPLE UPPERS
CUSHION CREPE SOLES

SAVE
NOW . .. DURING

GIVE THE GUYS A GIFT OF FASHION THIS CHRISTMAS

No-Iron fab
colors, tailor
collars, long
crew or coils

HUGE VALUES IN MEN'S SHIRTS
DRESS STYLES

SPORT MODELS

PERMANENT PRESS
See tlth outstanding collection of
No-Iron dress shirts in deep tones,
stripes, pastels, white. Regular or
long point collars. Long sleeves.
SIZES 141/2- I 7
REG. $3.99

PERMANENT PRESS
All new deep tone solid shades, plus
stripes and prints, tailored with long
sleeves, regular or kong point collars.
Superior never iron fabrics.
SIZES S-M-L-XL
REG. $3.99

NEW BANLON KNITS

OUR REGULAR $3.99
SHORT SLEEVES — CREW OR COLLAR STYLE
S
Fabulous savings on short sleeve Banlon knit shirts ...
every
man's favorite. Styled with fashion collar or always
lar crew neck in a huge assortment of the season popu's smartest newest colors. Ideal for Christmas giving.
SIZES S-M-L-XL
FANTASTIC HOLIDAY VALUES

II 111111111411111 III
AIM

r

via

SPOgyANENIIIITS
No-Iron fabrics in stripes, checks and solid
colors, tailored with long sleeves, long point
collars, long tails. Also long sleeve knits in
crew or collar styles . . . stripes and solids.

NT PRESS
solid shades, plus
, tailored with long
tang point collars.
n fabrics.
M-L-XL
$3.99

BOYS'
SWEATERS
CARDIGANS AND SLIPOVERS
100% WASHABLE ACRYLIC

COMPARE AT $5.00
Popular crew neck slipovers and coat
styles handsomely fashioned of 100%
washable acrylic. Stripes and fancies.
SMART NEW COLORS
SIZES 6-16

SWEATERS
CARDIGANS AND SLIPOVERS
Great selection of wool, part wool and washable
acrylic slipover and coat style sweaters . . . the ultimate in "a+ ease" comfort. Newest solid colors and
fancy knits. A real buy at this low price.

SLACKS
TRADITIONAL AND
FLARE LEG STYLES

PERMANENT PRESS
Slim, trim fitting, expertly
tailored No-Iron slacks in
stripes and solid colors.
SIZES 2942

VELOUR COTTON TERRY

100% PURE LINEN

BATH
TOWELS

CALENDAR
TOWELS

PRINTS — SOLIDS
Cannon quality
in smooth velour
cotton terry. Luscious solids and
colorful prints.

2 AND 3 PIECE

REGULAR
HARD TO HOLD
•
13-OUNCE
$1.03 SIZE

ASSORTED 1971 DESIGNS
Bright screen prints
on pure linen with
dowel and string for
hanging. Wonderful
gift idea.

FULLY QUILTED

BATH SETS BEDSPREADS

3 POPULAR STYLES
Lid cover and bath mat in decorator colors. 3-piece set includes
a matching contour mat.

DOUBLE BED SIZE
Beautiful solid colors and gay
prints impeccably tailored to fit
double bed. Quilted to the floor.

CREST TOOTIPAS11
0
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REGULAR — MINT
OUNCES
FAMILY SIZE

C_—

DREAMFLOWER
DUSTING POWDER BY PONDS
5-OUNCES
•
$1.25 SIZE
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00000000
BATTERY POWERED

JUMBO SIZE

ELECTRIC
SCISSORS

SEWING
CHEST

CUTS CLOTH OR PAPER
Tempered steel blades stay sharp.
Cuts straight lines or curves.

TORTOISE SHELL PLASTIC
Removable tray. Foldaway handle.
Brass plated hardware. Gold trim.

